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CHRISTMAS FESTIVITIES

THE CHURCHES

Preaching services will be held next
Donald M. Sbute left recently for BanSunday morning at the Congregational
gor, where he has employment.
church. Sunday school at noon.
^liss Jessie Gartley of Bangor arrived
First Parish (Unitarian). Minister, Rev.
recently to visit Mr. and Mrs. Cecil Clay.
A. E. Wilson. Preaching service at 10.45
Wilmer J. Dorman and daughter Hope
a. m.; church school at noon.
Sermon
left Monday for a week’s visit in Boston.
subject, next Sunday morning: “Our
Mrs. Edgar M. Hall has returned from
Church’s Aim for 1920.’’ All are cordially
a short visit with relatives in
invited.
Farmington.
People’s Methodist Church, Rev.
Mr. and Mrs. Edwin A. Jones left FriCharles W. Martin, pastor; parsonage,
No. 7 Court St.; telephone, 213.11. Sun- day on a business and pleasure trip to
day morning preaching, 10.45; Sunday Boston.
school, 12.00 M.; Sunday evening at
Miss Edith Williams of Searsport has
7.30 o’clock regular preaching service. been the recent guest of Dr. and Mrs.
S.
Prayer meeting this, Thursday, evening C. Pattee.

BELMON r.

28th, it 12 o’clock at St. Johns Episcopal
chur li, of which the bride is a member.
The Rev. T. Edward Hand was the offi ia:ing clergyman. They were attended
by the groom’s brother, Charles E. RacklilT, Jr., of Old Town and Mrs. Eleanor C,
Bryant of Bangor, Mr. Rackliff is the
Kon of Charleg E. and Anne C. Rackliff
of Old Town and is located at Richmond,

)n Christmas day Mrs. Elijah L. Mon-e
re a party and dinner at her father's
me, VVm. A. Morrill, belmont Cornt:. \
'enty-four eat down to dinner, when
but three children were at hone
day with Mr. Morrill, wl,.*
th year. The children presei-t Indiana, where he is director of sales and
A. from Providence, K. 1
advertising for the Wagon Body Works
ohn, Everett and Willhrd e! Mrs. Rackliff is the daughter of the late

j

Bie

Mrs.

lorrill
lam

Fred Seholield and Mi- Maurice E. Curtis and Goldie (Curtis)
of Portland, Mrs. ‘Tier, Carter. She is a trained nurse from the
of Morrill, Mrs. ElijC Eastern Maine General Hospital in Ban-

lelniont. A very pleasant da gor.
Mr. R. was obliged to leave imme1 and in the evening they al' diately for the west and will be joined
le dance at Marrmer’s Hall.
by Mrs. Rackliff at a little later date.

extend to ail

friends and customers our
best wishes for a Happy and Prosperous
our

New Year.

We thank you for \our
generous patronage
which has made the payear the most successful in our history.
and

It will be our aim to serve
you better in 1920
merit a continuance of your patronage.

so

With best wishes for the New

Year,
MRS. IDA FRANKEL,
Dew York

May-

Bargain Store.

the New

Year|

1

*

BRING YOU
J

Prosperity,

Health and Happiness and may
your business relations
this institution be

AGREEABLE

FIRST
j

a»

NATION/^!
AUGUSTS

v£th

^PROFITABLE
RAN ITE BANK
E

brute life went the waV of the least resistance, while human life encountered
all

given the choice
the joy of gaining a
test of courage and
virtue. He referred

as

to

man

alone

of right and wrong,
moral victory, the
the cultivation of

briefly to the great

good that is to come out of the recent
world war, in the wonderful advance of
genuine civilization, in national prohi-

bition, giving willingly

for others, etc. He
closed his remarkably helpful discourse in
proving that diseases were not made by

God, but
chances,

the bountiful

Christmas greetings.
The Unitarian Alliance and Mrs. James
H. Howes sent $5 each with the request
that the money be expended in making
Christmas cheer. Mrs. J, W Biaisdeli
sent a veritable Santa Claus basket con-

calamities, so-called,

was

as

friends and relatives and

in

Eastport

as an

inspector,

has

lately

been appointed to the customs service
Misses Grace A. Lord and Isabel S.
and will have his headquarters at the
Cooper will leave today for a short visit
Custom House in Eastport.
An illustrated lecture of unusual inter- in Newport.
Mr. and Mrs. Harold H.
est will be given at the Universalist
Hollingshead,
Mr. and Mrs. Chandler Bearce of Boswho were recently married in Portland at.
Church Sunday evening on, “Maine, the ton arrived
recently to visit Mr. and Mrs. the residence
of Mr. and Mrs. James F.
Play Ground of the Nation,” by Hon. L. Herbert H. Stevens.
Preston, and have been spending their
M. Powers of Washington, D. C. The
Mrs. Lena H. Frost and daughter Emma
honeymoon in New Jersey and New
text is read by the pastor, Rev. George
returned Monday from a visit with relaYork, sailed last Tuesday for Bahia,
C. Boorn.
Next Tuesday evening there
tives in Waterville.
South America, their future home.
will be a parish supper iu the vestry, folDr. and Mrs. Geo. W. Holmes of BosMisses Helen and Louise Brown were
lowed by the annual business meeting.
ton and Newton are guests of their mothguests'over Christmas of their
All members of the parish are urged to
parents,
er, Mrs. Geo. O. Holmes.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Waldo Brown.
attend.
They
Miss Frances A. Sargent has been returned to Boston
Saturday, the former
Services will be held at the Baptist
spending a part of the school yacation to resume her duties as a tea cher of Engchurch next Sunday at 10.45 a. m.
with relatives in Portland.
lish in the Burdette College in Lynn and
The’new pastor, Rev. George C. Sauer,
Mr. and Mrs. H. R. Thorndike and the latter as registered nurse in Boston.
will begin his pastorate at this time. It
Miss Helen Lamson of
is hoped there will be a large audience Miss Lewella S. Thorndike of Rockland
Clifton, N. J.
arrived recently from Jonesport, Me.
Christmas with Belfast friends.
present to greet him. Sunday school at Spent
Miss Myrtle E. Frost arrived from Bos- where she has been spen ling her Christnoon.
Christian Endeavor meeting at
mas vacation with her
6.30.
mother, Mrs.
Evening service at 7.30. Prayer ton recently to spend a few days with
Laura Lamson and will spend a few days
meeting this, Thursday, evening at 7.30. her parents, Mr. and Mrs. O. E. Frost.
with her brother and family, Mr. and
The public is cordially invited to these
Margaret M. Craig, a student at the Mrs.
Roland Lamson. She will also visit
services.
Physical Culture College, Boston, is the
her brother Eugene Lamson in Portland
Prof. Henry W. Brown of Colby Col- guest of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. C. M.
before going back to Clifton.
lege preached <at the Baptist church in Craig.
this city last Sunday morning and evenDonald E. Spear returned Saturday to
SWANVILLE CENTER.
ing. At the latter service he gave one Elsworth after
spending Christmas with
of his most popular lectures, “A Question his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eugene L.
Martin Robertson recently lost one of
Put to Nature, or Is God Good.” Prof Spear.
his team horses.
Brown’s main endeavor was to prove
Rollln K. Morgan returned to Portland
Mrs. Lottie Pendleton is housekeeping
that God has a heart of wisdom and of
after a short visit with relatives for
Saturday
Watson Robertson and son.
love and bis conclusive evidence was in
at the home of his sister, Mrs. Harry L.
the most common forms of every day
James Roberson of Frankfort spent
Kilgore.
life. His subject was suggested by and
Xmas week in town visiting relatives.
Miss Christine Hall, R. N., now conhis sub-topics furnished by questions put
Miss Ruby Gray returned to Winternected with Smith’s College, arrived reto him by the students at Colby. If there
poit unday to continue her school work
the
of
Dr.
and
guest
Mrs. Eugene
were any in his audience who doubted cently,
there
D. Tapley.
the goodness of God, especially in the
Mr. and Mrs. James Marden are in ]
Mrs.
A.
E.
Smith of this city has reclasses of wilful sinners and the agnostic
Auburn to spend the winter with their
turned from a ten-days’ visit in New
if
not
convinced
of
their
error
of
groups,
son Guy.
thinking, will at least remember his logi- York, the guest of her sister, Mrs. Goldie
„Mrs. Blanch Curtis and son of Monroe
cal attacks on them and also many of his Cleveland.
were guests Xmas of Mr. and Mrs Lewis
Mr. and Mrs. John S. Collins spent
vivid illustrations. He brought out the
good purposes of God in creating the Christmas in North Brooksville with Murphy.
Mrs. Ray G. Robertson were recent
thunder storm, wind storms and cyclones, Mrs. Collins’ parents, Mr. and Mrs. Alguests of her parents, Hon. and Mrs. C.
droughts, pain of all kinds, parasjtes of bert Pierce.
M. Conant.
animal and vegetable life. He referred
Hon. Arthur I. Brown returned MonMr. and Mrs. C. B. Jewett of Wintermost entertainingly of bird life, a! o of day from a week’s visit at the
home of
reptiles—toads and snakes. He makes his son, Arthur F. Brown, and family of port were guests Sunday of Mr. and Mrs.
H. P. White.
great pets of the latter. He said that Mechanic Falls.

this was the very best
Christmas the Home has known in the
large number of personal gifts sent in by

children,

Margaret S., widow of the late Preston
Miss Ethel E. Savery, Miss Ennie
A. Goodale, formerly of
Peaslee of Aina and Miss Ruth
Bucksport, died
Campbell Dec. 26th at the residence of
her daughter,
of Boothbay Harbor, recent
guests of Mr.,
Mrs. Adrian C. Tuttle. She had been
and Mrs. Fred N.
Savery, have returned
critically ill for some time and her daughto the Castine Normal school.
ter, Mrs. Ruby G. Waltz of Amesbury,
Clarence Rumney of
Charlestown, Mass., was called here, but had left on
Mass., and Harry Rumney of Ports- the noon
train with her husband. After
N.
H. arrived last week to spent
mouth,
her departure her mother sank
rapidly
the holidays with their
grandparents, Mr. and passed away at 3 p. m. Mrs. Tuttle,
and Mrs. Ephraim A. Wood and other rewho is also ill, was in Portland for treatlatives.
ment an 1 unable to come home, but left
Herman Creamer, formerly of this
city her mother with a trained nurse. Mrs.
and the leader of the Belfast
Band, who Goodale was born in Belmont 71 years
has been employed in a sardine
factory ago and her maiden name was Smith.

The "public is cordially invited
to attend all these services.

I

as

MRS. MARGARET S. GOODALE

at 7.30.

Right

mked I be company, about 150 in num- I
Miss Edna V. CurtiB of Belfast
', in his own inimitable way, for their I Me., ond
II wishes.
were married in Bangor Sunday, Dec.

^PERSONAL

PERSONAL.
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many Belfast friends of Dr Dud- Received to Date in
A very pleasing Christmas party was
$1,000
$50®
Uleu Sargent of Cambridge, Maas., a
given at the Unitarian parlors Wednesday
Amounts, $35,00®
read with unt ,ier Belfast boy, will
objective afternoon, Dec. 24th, under the direction
We are glad to say the
interest the appended account of
of Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson, who was aspl
of $35,000 has been rested.
point
ii
>anquet given him in Boston DecemReceived the past week in *500 amounts sisted by Mrs. Sumner C. Pattee as pianand larger:
27th:
ist. Mr. Wilson aided materially as Santa
$500
Booth Fisheries Sardine ^0,»
r ominent educators from all over the
Claus and in explaining to the little peoBelfast High School Studenttry were present at a banquet given
ple
present how their contribution for
1,250
Alumni Association,
tie Sargent School Alumni Associachildren in Bible lands would assist some
Belfast High £ bool StudentThe
t .) Dr. Sargent in recognition of his Alumni Association
exj».rt to raise this 400,000 little girls and boys. At the conl
years continuous ser ice in the field amount in small amounts:rom members clusion of the following program gifts
were distributed by Santa Claus from a
1 ivsical education, at he Hotel Ven- outside of Belfast.
We have already begun our subscripgaily decorated Christmas tree:
ue, Boston.
which
will
tions for the smaller amounts
t„rs H, H. Longfellow president of be put into full swing at once and full
Opening chorus by the Sunday school,
fc Association, welcomed the guests and report will be given neV week of every- Christmas Bells; recitation, Charlotte
to that date.
| reduced most gracefu v Dr R. Tait thing
Decrow, The Best in all the World; reci
The fact that the objective point of
Etfenzie of the Uni vers y of Pennsylhas
been
tation, Elmer Decrow, Christmas; recitaamounts
the
in
larger
i S35.000
|nia, as toast master as “a man of I reached does not mean hat we do not tion, Hugh Toothaker, Merry Christmas;
and physical expect to receive further subscriptions in
Eny titles, artist, sculpt
J
song by four of the older girls, Eileen
lucator, but for to-nigh' the friend of ] the larger amounts— tl>er* ar® several
Dorothy Spear, Clara Hammons
t. Sargent.”
who have n 1 subscribed any- Fernald,
I people yet
>r. Uharles V\. liiiot, president emerithing who should subscribe in these and Helen Burgess, Christmas Tree; reciof Harvard University was the first larger amounts—but 1 does mean that tation, Fern Linniken; song by the Blue
aker. He told of Dr. S rgeut’s uphill we shall not wait longer for these before
Birds; recitation by the Blue Birds, Dear
We expect a
it for the cause of physiol education. soliciting the smaller "lies.
been a genuine p oneer all his large subscription in >300.00, $250.00, Old Santa Claus; recitation, Harry FosE has
’’
After these many yean he has con- $200.00. and $100 00 amounts.
ter, JuBt Before Christmas; song by
ted many to his point o' view. We
Hildegarde Rogers and Alice Brown;
e learned as a result of the draft of
California Sirens to Step
recitation, Marie Clements; recitation,
physical condition of our young men.
Frances Busse, Frances Spear, Anne and
cannot leave to the State tbe physiDown on Stage out of Screen.
trauing of our children “It is of
Charlotte Cooper; piano solo, Alice Banks,
ional interest that we should have
That something new under the sun for Hark the Herald Angels Sing; recitation,
versal physical training.”
which the solemn philosopher searched in Hildegarde Rogers, Jolly Old Santa Claus;
rof. Paul H. Ilanus, director of EducaFor recitation,
Alice
vain has been found in Screenland.
at Harvard, asserted thai because he
Brown, Christmas
met with opposition from certain |! the first time in the History of the play- Thoughts; recitation, Frances
Busse, The
ibers of the faculty wh n he first
house the shadow haraters of an im- Best Day of the Year; recitation, Alice
E to Harvard to establish iis departt, he o ould sympathize with Dr. Sar- portant photoplay will step off the screen Brown, A Little Light; recitation, Helen
as living, palpitating humans like their
Foster, Christmas Carol; song, Katherine
lot. Albert Bushnell Hart c the His- audience, at the Colonial theatre on next Spear; recitation, Mary Spear, Hilda’s
was
the
next
Harvard
at
Mack
Sennett’s
2nd.
Idepartment
Friday, Jan.
fcer. He lauded the courage, skill famous Bathing lleauties of California, Christmas; recitation, Emily Rackliife,
of Dr. Sargent, whom he known wherever 'he comedy king’s Kris Kringle Travels. The concluding
persistency
■bed as “the lirst gentleman in the burlesquery stirs Tie risibles, will journey number on the program was a very little
led States to attempt to regulate the to this city and nresent themselves in play, called Christmas Babes in the
athletirs.”
propria person# on the stage of the
fes of intercollegiate class
of '85, who Colonial in conjunction with the premiere Woods, which was very well done. Those
I Helen C. Putnam,
at Vassar of Sennett’s most ambitious filmed merry- taking
part were Evelyn Knowlton,
pduced physical training
lege, recommended that 50 friends of maker to date, “Yankee "Doodle in Ber- Queen of the Fairies; Doris Wilson, Jack
Bargent agree to obtain $5 500 each lin”, in which they are prominently
Frost; Eleana Sbute, maid of honor to
the founding, or endowment of the featured.
the
Queen; Thelma Dexter, as Holly
school.
The
toast
inarter
apThe public has at last a chance to see
j[ent
Lted a committee to take up he mat- these sylphs from the Pacilic shore, Sprite; two lost children in the woods,
whose beauty has ornamented screen Clara Hammons and Helen Burgess, the
r. George L. Meydan of Columbia
comedies the world over. They will latter
taking the part of a boy.
kersity termed Dr. Sargent “the lead- come by the special grace of Sennett,
f physical education of the world.”
The annual Christmas tree celebration
after much persuasion, to give special
r. Alfred Johnson of the harvard eclat to the showing of the play on which
at the Methodist church was held in the
irseers’
Committee
on
Ed ca ion lie has lavished all his genius in a fiveThe smaller
of
the
te interestingly
boyhood of Dr. reel broadside of satire at the German vestry on Christmas night.
Sent: “His training on the faim, in military castle and will be seen and heard children gave a program at 7 and at 7.30
shipyards of Belfast and as a sailor in in a beautifully staged number and series the gifts were distributed by Santa Claus
Civil War developed bis physical of illuminates poses—of course in that
in person, Mr. Frank Downs officiating.
vess, made ‘Dud’ Sargent the first radiant seashore raiment that is one cause
Twin trees very prettily arranged with
teur athelete in this section of the of their
unique celebrity.
ankee Doodle in Berlin" is to be ex- the customary decorations stood in the
r. F. N. Whittier of Bowdoin College
hibited only in this manner here. The center of the vestry, laden with gifts and
ke of the fitting up of a new gymna- innovation was first tried in San Francandy for each child in the Sunday school.
n with Dr. Sargent’s developing apcisfco without a thought of its extension.
under the auspices of
nces, and of the Doctor’s cont nued
Sol L. Lesser, purchaser of the American The occasion was
irest and help at all times for hi; Al- and Canadian rights for the film
The
committee on tree
Guild.
the
Dorcas
comedy,
Maler.
persuaded Sennett to let the girls out their decorations, reception and distribution of
liss Jessie Bancroft, honorary alum- studio seclusion for the premiere and the
spoke of her writing to Dr. Sargent, public commotion around the Tivoli gifts, was the Misses Leverne and Bertha
and Miss
Sit a very young girl, of her interest in theatre was so great and the
onslaught on Whitten, Mrs. Georgia Dow
Work, and his reply was so helpful the box office showed so much public Lena Sanborn. The children taking part
encouraging that she was led to ake appreciation, that Sennett yielded to
were Winifred Stover, Wilson Burgess,
the work. She found
always please, for a brief eastern trip for the
Marion and Joseph Stackpole,
Pauline,
advice
at
with
ly
any time,
girls.
ither speakers were L)r. James H. Mc“Yankee Doodle’’ is more than an Hilda and Phyllis Tuttle, Drusilla Roderdy.of the International Y. Nl. C. A, of hour’s laugh, with tew’ breathing spells. ick, Orrin, Madeline and Shirley Salisingfield, Dr. VV illiam Burdick, presi- It is not a war play, but was made after bury, Lawrence Dow, Mildred Darby,
t of the American Physical Education the war It is
history of the German
Norman
ociation, Col. T. D. Landon, Boner- royal blui: and his six safety-first Prince- Doris Smith, Florence Gray,
Francis
in Military Institute,
N. J., Mrs. lid- 1
Morrill
George,
Martin,
Wood,
in
written
the
the
terms
the
of
lings,
•d Muzzy Moore, '90, Miss Dorohiy, clown. Three complete performances Frances and Ruth Thomas.
Laura Cuyle for the ,q. will be
, ’IT, Miss
given 2.30, 7,00 and 8.30 p m.
At the conclusion of the Christmas
graduates.
adults 39 c; children
Prices matinee,
tree exercises, games were played by old
)r. Sargent was presented with a hand- 28 c; e ening
balcony 39 c; orchestra
ae Dc Luxe volume containing persuand young and the delightful occasion
&5 c, n ,eats reserved.
etters of appreciation by Major-Gen.
was enjoyed by all present.
ward Wood, Col. Roosevelt and ot er
RACKIIFF-CURTIS
The members of the family at the I
and
an
Imineut men,
introduction by
-Pres. Eliot of Harvard.
Dr. Sargent
Mr Herbert L. Rackliff of Old Town, Home for Aged Women were as happy

feast also sent with

1

Mrs. Walter C. Shaw and daughter,
Mrsr Paul R. Smith, of Lewiston arrived
Monday for a few days’ visit in Belfast,
their former home.

Miss Millie Mitchell of North Belfast,
who has been the guest of her aunt, Mrs.
Loren Cross, left Tuesday to spend the
winter in Ocala, Fla.
Frank I.

Wilson

in Bangor last
to attend a meeting

was

Friday and Saturday
of the agents of the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company.

Miss Marguerite H. Owen went to Banthe direct result of taking
gor, Wednesday to attend the wedding
Slid ill sin.
of Lieut. Edmund Braley, Jr., and Miss
SECRET SOCIETIES.
Marguerite Allen of that city.
are

in ignorance

Mrs. E. E. Clements and son and
daughter of Searsport, were Sunday
guests of her parents, Mr. and MrsDavid

on

Moody.

She was very well and favorably known
in Belfast and vicinity. Besides her two
daughters Mrs. Goodale leaves one son,

Harry Gosdale of Bangor, with whom
she recently made her home, and also
several grandchildren. The funeral was
held at the Tuttle residence Monday at 2
m. with Rev. Charles W. Martin officiating. The beautiful floral offerings
p.

showed the love and esteem in which she
was held.
Mr. and Mrs. Waltz and Mr.
and Mrs. Goodale arrived Monday to attend

the funeral.
The bearers were
Messrs. M. R. Knowlton, B. F. Tuttle,

George

C.

Seavey

and Leroy A. Coombs.

MRS. GEORGE MEARS.
Mrs. George Mears passed away Dec.
Belmont, where she
had spent so many happy years. Her

25th at her home in

spirit took its flight at the close of the
beautiful Christmas day.
She was born
in Belmont, the daughter of James M.
and Harriet (Pitcher) Neal, and she was
the oldest of a family of eight children.
She leaves to mourn their

loss, one son,
Belmont; a brother,
Lewiston; two nieces,

James N. Mears of
Alton J. Neal of

Dr. Josephine B. Neal of New York City
and Mrs. D. C. Smith of Lawrence, Mass.

Her last

years

since her husband passed

have been with her devoted son,
who gave her every care and attention
away

that love could suggest. Her home life
ideal. Ip her younger days she took

was

a great interest in all the social affairs of
the community. Early in life she em-

braced the Christian faith which

was

life.

CENTER MONTViLLE.
Mrs. Amanda M. Ricker is

on

the sick

list.
Miss Evelyn Newell returned Monday
to Bucksport.
Mr. and Mrs. E. P. Rich went to Lewiston Saturday.
C. E. Howard lost a horse Friday night
by its getting choked with the halter.
The Misses Inez and Bertha Jackson
home for a few days from Conway,

are

Mr. and Mrs. Albert Moody entertained N. H.
Xmas day, Mr. and Mrs. John Palmer,

Robertson, Mr. and
Mrs. R. G. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs. E.
E. Clements, two sons and daughter, of
Mr. and Mrs. E. A.

and

Searsport,

James

Robertson

of

Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Gordon passed
Christmas in Morrill with Mr. and Mrs.

F. B. Paul.
Mr. and Mrs. H. S. Banton of Knox
Saturday guests of Mr and Mrs. W.

were

Frankfort.

D. Tasker.
Miss Ruby Gray gave a birthday party j
Mr. and Mrs. E. B. Bean of Thorndike
last Saturday evening to the young
people in town, which was greatly enjoy- were Sunday guests of Mr. and Mrs Clifed by all present. After the refreshments
ford Bean.
were served Miss Gray cut the birthday i
cake which weighed nine pounds and was
Capt. John Cole of Medford, Mass has
frosted in white with a circle of walnuts bought the Fred Carter farm and taken
around the edge and the year of birth in i
possession.
fancy letters in the center. Miss Gray j
the i
received many pretty presents.
On Christmas Mr. and Mrs. F A Luce
favors from Miss Gray were carnation j entertained Henry Peters and Miss Aupinks. At a late hour the guests departed j
Luce of Belfast, and Mr. and
wishing her many happy returns of the reli K.

Mi.s Elizabeth Marsano, a teacher in
j
Penobscot Encampment, I. O. O. F.,
1 elected the following officers last even- the Qunicy, Mass., public schools, is
Leslie C. Follett, H. P.; Maurice W. spending the holiday vacation with her
\ ing: C.
r,;Wm, M. Estes, S. W.; Sam’l parents, Mr, and Mrs. G. B. Marsano.
Lord,
Adams, Scribe; Albra J. Clary, Financial;
in
paper Scribe; Ralph H. Howes, Treas.; Benj. L |
taining two chickens, arrayed
Miss Georgia Blake, R. N. o£ the Tap- day.
dresses with bonnets gay with fruits and j Robertson, J. W.; M. C. Murch, A. K. ley Hospital is convalescing from her reTrustees.
The
Braley and W. K. MacNeil,
cent operation and is in Morrill, the guest
flowers, also a variety of dainties that installation will take place Jan. 20lh.
simfily delighted all who had the pleasure
of her parents, Mr. and Mrs. John Blake.
Aurora Rebekah Lodge, No. 10, I .O O.
of seeing them. Mrs. Jesse H. Webber,
Switzer of
Mrs. William
Mr. and
F. has accepted an invitation to attend a
Mrs. George C. Bosson and Miss Inez E.
reception tendered to the President of Switser, S. C., are spending a few weeks
Crawford added materially to the Christ- the Rebekah Assembly Mrs. Inez S.
with the latter’s relatives. Mrs. Switzer
Crosby, by Maiden Cliff Rebekah Lodge,
mas cheer and to the delicious menu.
was formerly Miss Marie Sholes of Belshe
is
a
of
of
which
Camden,
Never in its history has the Girls’ Home No. 77,
member. The reception is held in the fast.
been more generously remembered and lodge rooms in Camden, Wednesday,
Miss Georgia I. Piper returned from
Arthe 16 little ones were supremely happy evening, Jan. 7th at eight o’clock.
Bath Saturday night where she has been
to
have
been
made
go
by
Christmas
cheer.
rangements
unusual
an
with
all day
provided the weather and roads teaching school. Her school is closed for
Mr. and Mrs. Ira M. Cobe sent a large autos,
are favorable. Those desiring transporta- the winter months on account of whoopgoose with all its accessories, and this tion may obtain rates and other informaing cough.
was elaborated with generous gifts of tion of Samuel Adams, of the committee
Mrs. George U. Boorn enieriameu over
confectionery, ete., from local merchants. of arrangements.
her mother, sister and aunt,
Christmas
the
Home
of
friends
No
12
or
more
The
officers
Waldo
25
of
Lodge,
At 4 p. m.
Miss Florence L. Jenkins
E.
I.
A.
O.
No.
Mrs.
and
Aurora
Rebekah
and]
10,
Lodge,
gathered to listen to the program includ- G.
F., will be installed on Tuesday even- of Salem, Mass., and Mrs. Ada Clark of
exercises,
drills,
music,
recitations,
ing
ing, Jan. 13th. A new joint installation
Mass.
etc. Then came the distribution of gifts ceremony, recently adopted by the Sov- Reading,
Mrs. Ada E. Wildes has returned home
from the two trees decorated by the Bap- ereign Grand Lodge, will be used for the
lirst time in the district. The installing from
tist Y. P. S. C. E., who also furnished
Lynn, Mass,, where she was called
officers representing both the Grand
candy, dolls, toys, etc. Mrs. J. W. Biais- Lodge and Rebekah Assembly will con- by the illness and death of her nephew,
the
deli contributed a very appropriate gift, duct the exercises.
Refreshments will Harry A. Bagley, and has opened
be served at the close of the ceremony. Wayside Tea House.
a fine blackboard with patterns for the
For
school rocm; also a number of story The elective officers are as follows:
Mrs. Mary Martin of Camden, who has
Waldo Lodge, Harry C. Snow, N. G.;
the
books. The generous check sent by Mr. Thomas E.
Bowker, V. G.; Samuel Ad- been at the Waldo County Hospital,
and Mrs. T. George Dodworth and Mr. J. ams Rec. Sec.; Albra J. Clary, Fi. Sec.; result of the poisoning affair at 12 Cross
W. Dougan of New York, was wisely ex- Ralph H Howes, Treas.; John Parker, street, has recovered and returned to the
Agent. For Aurora Rebekah Lodge, Mrs.
pended by Mrs. Charles Bradbury in buy- Esther
home of Mrs. Rose Pike.
Hartshorn, N. G.; Mrs. Ida Bray,
ing bath robes, slippers, caps, scares, V. G.; Mrs. Annie K. Adams, Rec. Sec.;
Clarence F. French of Waltham, Mass.*
etc. Mr. Alfred Johnson of Boston sent Mrs. Effie M. Harrison, Fi. Sec.; Mrs. was in Belfast over Sunday, the guest of
The installing
Abbie E. Cook. Treas.
a veritable Christmas box with gifts for
Mr. and Mrs. Charles M. Craig. He was
officers are A. J. Fernald, D. D. G. M
all the children selected according to their and Mrs. Clara M.
called to Lincolnville to attend the funerMussey, D. D. P.
al of Mrs. Oscar W. French.
varied ages. Others followed tKeir cusMRS. ELLEN E. BOULTER.
tom for years in sending hair ribbons, etc.
Mrs. C. L. Wright has returned home
from an extended visit with ber daughIt was a happy Christmas at the ComMrs. Ellen E.Boulter died Sunday even- l ter, Mrs. Armand Spalding at Caratunk.
mercial House, where Landlord McLaughreturned to
ing at her home on Miller street after a Mr. and Mrs. Spalding have
lin gathered 97 little boys and girls, not
their winter home._
Bingham,
in
was
born
She
illness.
Waldo,
long

Mrs. Harden

Erskine_

New Year’s Greetings

provided

for in borne

circles,

and enter-

Aug. 5, 1839, the daughter of Robert and
tained tbem from 11 to 5 o’clock. The
For the past
Susan (Morey) Patterson.
at
2
was
announced
hour
p.
m.,
dinner
65 years her home had been in Belfast.
but the guests began to arrive at least
She was the widow of George Wesley
three hours earlier and the first servings
Boulter and they owned the farm now
All the regular
were ready at noon.
the property of George L. Slipp on Belwaitresses and several volunteers were
mont avenue. Mr. Boulter was a veterThen
the
kept on the rush until 8 p. m.
Mrs. Boulter was
an of the Civil war.
children played games for an hour or
always highly respected for her strong
thanks
with
many
more, before leaving
character and womanly ideals. She is
for the kind man who had given them so survived by two sisters, Mrs. Abbie E.
much happiness. Mr. McLaughlin wishes Simmons and Mrs. Mary E. Boulter who
The funeral
to extend thanks to Messrs. Bernes O. made their home with her,
held at her late home Wednesday at
Norton, Fred G. Gray of Belfast,-and H. 2was m. The remains were placed in the
p.
L. Hopkins of Stookton for donating receiving tomb at Grove Cemetery and
chickens; also to Ralph Hayferd for a will be interred in the family lot in Morrill next spring.
'barrel' Of fine apples.

GREETINGS
Sincere wishes for

a

pros-

perous and happy New Year
to our patrons, readers of

this paper and members of
The Belfast Journal, whose
influence has helped to make
this the greatest Edison
musical season of all times.

FRED D. JONES
!

her

guide and comfort to the end. She
looked so calm and peaceful sleeping
among the flowers she loved so well
One piece was the eighty-one white pinks
that mark the years of her well spent

WE

the
WISH TO SHOW OUR APPRECIATION for
Belfast ana
ot
the
of
people
eo-operation
splendid
our busivicinity during these first few months ot

relationship.

ness

As we look back over the last few months we haoe
oiu
much cause to rejoice and be happy, for as a nation
the
with
present industrial unrest is as nothing compared
misery of most of Europe.

approach the New Year it is with a deep
appreciation for the many kind words of commendation
As

of
from

sense

we

friends and with a firm resolve in nineteen twenEFFICIENT
ty to maintain a policy of COURTESY and
continued
approval.
of
worthy
wav
your
in
SERVICE
every
our

WILLIAM L. LUCE, INC.,
BELFAST, MAINE

May

the

sorrows

of the

past

year

become softened by the better hopes
of the new, for ’tis stamped with

hopes and sealed with faith that
friendship may abide as long as memories of Christ and the Lew Year’s
tide. Such is the wish of
Your friend,

CHARLES R, COOMBS,
Funeral 1 heeler (f Eelfast, Maine.

Belfast, Thursday, Jan.

l,

TOOK PHYSIC
EVERT NIGHT
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The

Republican journal Pub.

Co.

Then She Heard of “FRUIT-A-TIVES"
and Cured Herself ef Constipation

A. I. BROWN, Editor.

ADVERTISING TERMS. For one square,
inch length in column, 50 cents for
week and 35 cents for each subsequent
insertion.
In advance,
SUBSCRIPTION TERMS.
50 cents
*2.00 a year, $1.00 for six months;
for three months.
one
one

NEW

DAY

YEARS’

“May the New Year be

a

happy

to

one

more whose happiSo may each year

you—happy to many
ness depends on you.

not the
be happier than the last and
be
meanest of our brethren or sisterhood
debarred their rightful share in what our
great Creator meant them to enjoy.

MRS. JOHN CAPOZZI

Dickens_

Kf

“Keep a bright look-out for’ard,
good luck to you.”
—Ibid

Ashford, Mew York.
“I feel it my duty to tell you what
‘Fruit-a-tives’ or Fruit Liver Tablets

with
“Dear Lord, give us to awake
As the
smiles, give us to labor smiling.
so let our loving
sun lightenest the world,
kindness make bright the house of our
habitation.”

did for me.
I tried several kinds of

and

would move; but as soon as I stopped
taking physic, I would be constipated
and would have Piles terribly.
I heard of‘Fruit-a-tives’and bought
Now I
one box and took them.
am not troubled any more with
Constipation and no more Piles.
‘Fruit-a-tives’ did for me what no
other medicine ever did; they left
no after-effects, and now I do not
have to use physic.
I recommend ‘Fruit-a-tives’ to all
my friends”.
Mrs. JOHN CAPOZZI.

WAlCHFUL WAITING
So, to begin at the beginnin’
An’ come direcly to the p’int,
I think the country’s underpinnin
Is consid’ble out o’ jint.’
—Hosea Bigelow

public knows little about
of affairs in Mexico
condition
the real
if any,
and still less about what plans,
with the
our government has for dealing
to be
Mexican government which seems
The reading

hitherto has
in a huculminated
has
and
been weak,
Senator
miliating muddle is evident.
Mexico presented a resoluThat

our

policy

60c. a box, 6 for $2.50, trial size 25c.
At dealers or from FRUIT-A-TIVES
Limited, OGDENSBURG, N. Y.

FaUoTNew

that diplotion in the Senate demanding
be
matic relations with Mexico shall
This resolution was with-

terminated.

drawn at the request of President Wilson,
resoluwho said that the passage of the
constituour
of
a
reversal
be
tion would
in similar cases. There

physio for

three years; and, of course,
while I took it every night my bowels
over

—Stevenson

defiant.

Wisconsin. He had been notoriously die- 12 successive years. This year she pre*
loyal and after a long hearing he waa sent payed presents for 00 children, but only
home, bag and baggage. An election was 20 were present, aa many of the little
held last week, and Berger waa re-elected ones live at such distance they only get
by a majority of 4,806, having'defeated a here in the auto season. The children
fusion candidate who presumably was gave a fine little program of recitations,
nominated to poll all the anti-Berger votes songs and stories, followed by a touching

|

The Republican Journal

RED LITERATURE.

reasons which Mr.

W.,

W.

13 of them being in the English

anger.

even if
little to previous complications
and
Mr. Jenkins was actually kidnapped
Scores of American citiwas ransomed.
o during the
zens have been shot in Mexic
been done
last six years and nothing has
numerabout it except to send Carranza
ous

notes containing mild and well phrased
It would not be consist-

ical newspapers printed in foreign countries are received by subscribers in this
country. All these are used as propaganda and it is not surprising that this
mass of
pernicious and inflammatory

Department to
prevent the dissemination of propaganda
through the mails but the stuff has been
sent by express and distributed by hand.
To show that a wave of radicalism is

and
ed, and a great naval demonstration
to be
an armed invasion have proved
sweeping over this country it is only
mere bullying bluster, it is probable that necessary to state that since the signing
at this late day it is the better diplomatic of the armistice about 50 new radical
(?) policy to keep up our epistolary ref- newspapers have commenced publicahave extri-

lations with Mexico till
cated ourselves from some of our home
difficulties and embarrassments. We think

tion. It is an ominous fact that many of
these publications are almost entirely devoid of advertising which shows that

Senator Kail should have realized this.

they

War with Mexico seems to be inevitable
and many of our people are clamoring for

outside sources.

we

vestigated.

It looks now

as

if the men

who went “over there” and helped lick
the Germans are the only people who

Much of the clamor for immediate hostilities in Mexico comes from grafters
and profiteers. There are a few feathers

MOKKILL.

Roland Woolbury has recently had
furnace placed in his house.

a

Mr. and Mrs. Ernest Haskell of Monson
are guests of her parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Delbert Paul.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles Woods and Mr.
and Mrs. Roy Paul of this town attended
the State Grange at Bangor.

United States must stand behind that
government for a long time or it cannot
be maintained.

Victor L.

Berger was elected

as a

penses.

Friday evening, Dec. 12th, the Good
Time Club met with Mr. and Mrs. Chas.
Woods. It was a very enjoyable.gather-

Beauty

ta

At Your Service
i

Electric servants should never be allowed to loaf.
When anything goes wrong with any of th%m—
call on us.

Any Electrical Appliances You Purchase From Us Are
Backed by Our Guarantee and Service.

Central Maine Power Company

HAVE you tried it lately?
It has ALWAYS been known
as a BETTER flour, but today
the trade says the best of all is

The City National Bank
OF BELFAST
The annual meeting of the stockholders
of the City National Bank of Belfast for
the choice of directors and the transaction of any other business that may legally come before them, will be held at their
banking rooms on Tuesday, Jan. 13, 1920,
at 10 o’clock a. m.

Belfast,

William Tell
Flour

C. W. WESCOTT, President.
Dec. 8, 1919—5w50

W L COOK
Undertaker

are continually experimenting
—always striving to make WILLIAM

We

TELL

Licensed Embalmer
License 377.

Belfast,

BUY THE BEST

Believe She Was Well.

Maine.

| puzzle out what made me feel so bad. My
good, home-cooked meals didn’t even
fered in silence many times on account taste good, and 1 had headaches and was
grouchy. I never thought it was constiof my pride, but now 1 know that a good
pation, but now I know, for I took four
laxative is essential to good health. I little doses of
your Dr. True’s Elixir and
it
fixed me up grand. I wilhnever be
neglected my health trying to keep cheery
and pretending 1 was all right when I without it again in case of constipation.”
F. B. B.,
wasn’t. I had terrible pains, was ‘grouchy’
Allston, Mass.
The bowels need attention first and aland my headaches almost killed me with
and
ways.
Rich
worst
of
from
pain,
all,
my viewfoods, improper cooking,
point, 1 had a sallow, unbecoming com- irregular and quick eating, lack of exerplexion which was not helped by face cise can all be offset providing a mild
powders.
Why didn’t I try to cure my- laxative is taken regularly.
A Business Man writes: “The continual
self rather than pretend? After taking
Dr. True’s Elixir, I now know that a lax- rush of office details and the short meal
ative was what I needed. Dr. True’s hours I get, together with I
think, restauElixir is mild and pleasant to take, and rant foods, has simply knocked my sysworks just right foi me. My complexion tem to pieces. I felt logy and had no apcleared up—bright and ruddy—blemishes petite until I took Dr. True’s Elixir, as a
vanished and every one remarked how Laxative. It is a great thing. No one
much better I loosed. ”—Mrs. E. J. B.
should neglect their bowels."—Boston
Business Man.
New Auburn, Me.
Dr. True’s Elixir, the Family Laxative
The root of many of the evils of sickand vVorra Expeller, with an established
ness is the bowels, a very vital part of
the human body.
reputation since 1851 (over 68 years) has
A cold, a fever, diseases or the like can accomplished the seemingly impossible.
be remedied at once, providing the opera- It has relieved thousands upon thousands
tion of the bowels is normal—the first of sufferers from constipation, which
and most important relief can be bad by causes so many terrible disorders.
Dr. True’s Elixir will benefit everyone:
giving a Laxative, but be sure it is the
The laborer who eats heartily and quickproper kind.
Most everybody in these days of quick ly; the office boy and girl who ear “fanaction and strife, forget their health. JThe cies" and irreguarly; elderly people who
laboring people bolt down their meals, can’t digest well and children who suffer
often go to bed right after eating, and from intestinal parasites.
Dr. True’s Elixir means a big saving to
wake up in the morning restless, force
down a breakfast and then are distressed health and pocketbook. At all druggists.
Tirfee sizes, 40c, 60, tl.00. Buy the large
all day.
“I couldn’t size.
L An Outdoor Worker says:

a

finer and better flour.

Some changes just completed, involving new refinements in our machinery and methods, have brought
us just a little nearer to perfection
in color and baking quality.

Tel. 61-3

Try it and you’ll

see

the difference

at once.

Next time, tell your Grocer—WILLIAM TELL,

AT COST

and get the very best.

The Genuine Round Oak

A business woman writes: “There must
be lots ot women who feel as I did. 1 suf-

i

Our charges for this service £re reasonable.

The Best Wood Stove is really
THE CHEAPEST

fadinq Away—Made

*

We have trained repair men in all our stores,
hundreds of replacement parts for appliances
right in stock, for appliances we sell ready to
make quick, inexpensive repairs.

Rep-

resentative in Congress from the State of

new ones, will doubtas good as new.

less make that electric servant

So many disease® are due to catarrh and catarrhal conditions,
makes PE-RU-NA the best medicine in the world to have on hand
for emergencies' and general health
protection. Thousands of families
are never without a bottle of PERU-NA or a box of PE-RU-NA
Tablets in -the medicine cabinet.
Tint is the safe way.
s i’ou
can buy PE-RU-NA anywhere in tablet r liquid form.

night, so there was not a large attendance, but they realized $39 over all ex-

Woman Suffered in Silence
fleallh Poor,

Replacing these parts with

worn,

colds.”

The Ladies’ Aid held their annual fair
and supper at the grange hall Friday evening, Dec. 19th. It was an excessively cold

receiving pecuniary aid from
The supper consisted of pressed
Perhaps Congress, the ing.
President and the Department of Justice chicken, salad, cream pies, cake and
coffee.
immediate hostilities. We have submitted will sometime wake up to the necessity
The many friends in Morrill of Mrs.
to outrages till we cannot fall much lower of doing something effective in putting
in the minds of the Mexicans, nor much an end to the circulation of Red litera- Laura Dickey, formerly a resident of this
lower in our own estimation. Nothing is ture, but it will not be much use to lock town, were greatly saddened by her pasthe the stable door after the horse has been sing on Thursday, Dec. 18th, and wish
to be gained now by precipitancy,
to express to her husband, an old
Mexican question will not resolve itself stolen.
veteran,
their deep sympathy in his bereavement.
while we are getting ready to deal with
The Military Affairs Committee, after
Some of our young people are at home
It will confront us just as insolently
it.
an investigation, reported to the
House
for the holidays—Merle Hunt from Camin a year as it now does.
We believe
of Representatives that funds
approprithat the disturbed condition of our doEsther Hunt from Portland, and Tilated for the prosecution of the war have den,
son Maynard from
mestic affairs, and certain other real as
Waterville, are at the
been diverted by Seoretary Baker to
well as possible international complicaStella Berry and Leona Woodother purposes, mainly for the purchase parsonage;
bury from Castine, Keith Weymouth from
tions, justified President Wilson in asKing of some
100,000 acres of land for camp
for the recall of the Fall resolution. War
South Lincoln, Russell Blake and Luman
sites in Georgia, North Carolina and
with Mexico when it comes will be no
Hartshorn from Bucksport, and Arthur
In Georgia about $7,000,000
Kentucky.
child’s play. We may be able to conquer
Flanders from Auburn are at their rewere spent, for which Mr. Baker had
no
the armed forces of that country in less
spective homes.
The above is not the stateauthority.
than a year, but several years will pass
At the vestry Saturday
ment of partizan newspapers. It is the
afternoon, Dec.
before our troops can be withdrawn.
of a joint standing committee and 20, was held the annual Christmas tree
finding
There will be no safety there for life and
the truth of the statement has not been for the primary department of Morrill
property until a de facto government has
denied by anybody who was in possession Sunday school, under the direction of
been established and the strength of the
Mrs. T. N. Pearson, superintendent for
of the facts.
are

Constant service has, perhaps, resulted in
used parts, that impair its efficiency.

Letters

teaching is responsible for the rapid'
Mrs. Irvin Sheldon has returned after a
ent for the President to adopt any vigor- growth of discontent and Bolshevism in
fortnight’s visit with relatives in Boston
Jenkins, the United States. The Espionage Act
ous policy on account of Mr.
and vicinity.
with Carenabled the Post Office

•

Mrs. Martha C. Dale, R. P. D. 1,
Cannon, Del., writes: “I am entirely cured of chronic catarrh of
the stomach and bowels by PERU-NA.”
Mr. J. Bayer, Glendale, Oregon:
“There is r.o medicine like PE-RUNA for catarrhal deafness.”
Mrs. Kate Marquis, Middleburg,
Ohio: “PE-RU-NA cured me of
catarrh of the head and throat.”
Mr. J. H. Collins, Wesson, Mississippi: “PE-RU-NA makes me
feel vigorous and able to work
without that tired, weak feeling I
usual'y have otherwise.”
Mrs. P. Ludvigsen, Austin, Minnesota:
“I got rid of my liver
trouble and can eat anything since
taking PE-RU-NA.”
Mrs. L. Hearing, 283 East 169th
St., New York City: “For catarrh
of the head and stomach, I have
found PE-RU-NA better than any
other medicine.”
Mr. W. H. Edgar, 49 Cooper St.,
“PE-RU-NA
Atlanta, Georgia:
cured me after I had suffered
fifteen years with rheumatism.”
Mrs. Leona Dodd, R. No. 3,
Medon,' Tennessee: “PE-RU-NA
is a grand medicine for coughs and
r

expostulations.

after pussy-footing for years
that killing
ranza, trying to convince him
Americans was not consonant with high
Although pussy-focting has failideals.

Your faithtul vacuum cleaner, washing machine,
iron—some <?ne of the many devices that mean
so much to you—may not be doing its full duty.

PE-RU-NA
Read Tbeir

Almost every department which had
anything to do with the war is being in-

and 19 in foreign languages.

appears.
number of books, pamphlets and circulars
are distributed every month, and 144 rad-

THE ELECTRIC ONES

THOUSANDS PROCLAIM
MERITS OF

still left on the American E gle and they
Forty peowant them.
ple are constantly engaged in reading
Jenkins
The
mention.
Wilson did not
and translating these 222 newspapers for
The foreign export trade of the United
of our peothe Department of Justice and daily re- States for 1919 exceeded 511,000,000. How
episode had roused the anger
voicefd that
ple and the Fall resolution
ports are made on every radical article much of this money did you get?
But the Jenkins affair added very which
In addition to this a vast

tional practice
were, perhaps, other

WILL NOT ALWAYS WORK-EVEN

report is explicit and interesting and dis- A. Davis.
closes that until the signing of the armistice practically all the artillery and
aeronautic eqtipment of our army was
THE
of foreign origin.
Not very much to
Mr. Baker’s credit in that fact.

had a clean record.

There are 222 radical newspapers published in foreign languages in this country. Of these 32 are published by the I.

SERVANTS-

story of the birth of the Christ child by
Mrs. Nathan Hunt Then came a treat
of home-made candy and apples and later
another treat of assorted cake and cocoa,
and lastly the distribution of gifts. Mrs.
Pearson gave to every child a Christmas
The chairman of the Democratic Na- card, a pencil and little bag of candy and
tional Committee says the Senate .has nuts, and from the tree a little gift. The
broken faith with the Allies. This is children returned to their homes after a
with their
not true. The Senate made no pledges long delightful afternoon,
to the Allies and gave Mr. Wilson no hearts filled with happiness and their
authority to make promises in its behalf. hands filled with gifts.
The Allies must have known this before
SOUTH MONTVILLE.
Mr. Wilson landed at Brest, but they accepted Mr. Wilson’s statements and
O. W. Ripley sold an eight foot ox to
trusted that the propaganda of Ex-Presigo to Brighton recently.
would
workers
fellow
and
his
dent Taft
Edwin Martin and wife attended the
lead the Senate to forget that its first
State Grange in Bangor.
duty was to America.
Miss Inez Quigg, who is teaching in
In Kansas City 27 members of the I.
Brockton,
Mass., has returned home.
W. W. have had a jury trial In the federRalph
Reynolds, wife and little daughal district court, have been found gulity
ter Arlene of Freedom, visited her sister,
and
one
to
from
three
and sentenced
Elwin A. Adams, recently.
A Mrs.
half to nine years imprisonment.
Mary Martin, a teacher in Everett,
undesirwith
249
sailed
has
transport
is spending her Christmas vacaables conveying them to their friends on Mass.,
tion with her parents, Mr. and Mrs. A.
the other aide of the At antic. EvidentV. Martin.
ly somebody in officialdom has heard
Norman Davis, who is attending school
from the American public.
at Orono and his' sister Edna at BucksGeneral Pershing has made a special port Seminary are spending their vacareport to Secretary of War Baker. This tions with their parents. Mr. and Mrs. E.

in the District. Every socialist, every
anarchist and every disloyal citizen in
the district voted for Berger. This emphasizes the danger which exists in Wisconsin and menaces this whole country.

SWAN-WHITTEN

COMPANY

Sold by Hutchinson’s Stove Store
Is conceded to be the best. Ask your neighbor that

H. H.

From

owns one

HUTCHINSON, Brook?, Maine

Foundry

Save Money

Beat the High Cost

to the Home

Buying

Ideal Maine

of

Direct

of this offer: :!8
NEW Kitchen Ranges and Parlor Heate s
to be sold at 25 per cent off regular price.
J. AUSTIN MCKEEN,
**
Maine.

Ranges

Belfast,

Waterville

NOYES STOVE CO.,

^

AGENTS

HENRY O. TRUNDY,
Belfast.

Sure Hatches Assured

DANIEL HIGGINS,
Morrill.
|

GARMENTS TO 14 YEARS of age.

Q. E.

HALL, Chair# Street, Next Door

to National Bank

Economically

Compare the QUEEN with others.
slip out. You will not be satisfied without a QUEEN. Get our
prices before buying.
Tray*

THE KIDDIES' SHOP FOR NEW FALL AND WINTER COODS

—

The REAL essential, UNIFORM heat guaranteed. Forced circulation like a furnace. Less fuel
required. No dirt. Stronger chicks.

A

From Tots to Teens

Living

by! taking advantage

r

CAN
Rl
vrl‘ ^
U'JIV
1 *
RANGE

exchange,
you a

or

se

KITCHEN'

or PARLOR
HEATER, at
smaller margin of profit than any other
Absence of overhead expenses
permit this.

dealer.

J.

AUSTIN McKEEN, Belfos

cannot

Kendall and

Whitney, Portland,

Yew Kitchen

Maine

Supplying farmer's need, since 1858.

Ranges ard

Parlor Heaters

(|I19)

be sold at 25 per cent off from reg ular
trice. Its up to you.
o

J. AUSTIN McKEEN,
Belfast, Maine.

!

HUMPHREY?

WINIERPURT

Mrs. Hattie Clement of White’s Corer visited Mrs. G. H. Clements recently.
Wilfred H. Lord

supplied

the

pulpit

WOMEN WAR WORKERS,
EAGER TO SERVE, GO
TO AIDARMENIANS

I
(COMPOUND)
For Piles or Hemorrholds

Hall.

at Union

ion

J

WITCH HAZEL OINTMEnT

presented

Miracle Man will be

The

Internal, Blind! 0r
Bleeding, Itching or Burn»1g.
One application brings relief.
External or

at

Ellingwcods Corner church, Dec. 21st.
Mrs. F. T. Bussey and Mrs. W. T. Hall

ie

druggist!

at all

West Winterport were guests of Mrs.
H. Clements Dec. 20th.

Mary Vail Andrees, Only Woman
to Receive Distinguished Service Medal, Heads Party.

Send Free Sample of Ointment to ■

of New Bedford, Conn.,
called here recently by the death of

Charles Eaton
ns
s

sister, Mrs. P. N. Hall.

Dissatisfied with uneventful civilian

Mrs. W. R. Fernald was called to Brewrecently by the illness of Mr. Fer-

sister,
Worthy of

aid’s

life, after two years’ vivid experience

mention are the 1920 calenbeing received by the patrons and
iends of B. R. Chandler & Co.

SICK

irs

were

here Dec. 21st to attend the fu-

Beral

STOCIf

erinary Medicine*, 156 William Sc N. Y-

services of her sister-in-law, Mrs.
Hercy N. Hall.

KNOX.

B Harold

Strout, who has a position on
the ocean freight steamer of which Capt.
Joe Bryant began ice cjutting Dec.
S. W. McDonough is commander, is at 22nd.
f
his home at present.
Elmer Bryant visited
in Burn(Garfield Lodge, I. O. O. F., worked the ham, recently.
!
third degree at its meeting Monday evenAlma Woodbury and Bertha Harden
ing. Dec. 22. A clam stew vjith the
are at home for a two weeks’ vacation.
the
of
close
usual trimmings followed the
Mr. and Mrs. B. M. Shibies and family
of Sanford are visiting relatives in town.
MMizpah Rebekah Lodge elected the folMr. and Mrs. A. S. Bailey spent the
lowing officers at its regular meeting
week-end with their son Alfred in JackWednesday evening, Dec. 17: Mrs. Clara

fnejnds

Hfeeting.
Colo,

noble

grand;

son.

Clark,

Mrs. Laura S.

Mrs. Sarah Boulter has gone to Den-

grand; Mrs. Estella A. Campbell,
piecretary; Mrs. Maud Young, treasurer.
*Vice

nisville to visit her sister over Christ-

Miss Kathleen McCaffrey entertained
party of her young friends at the home
of Mr. and Mrs. E. A. Clement. Saturday

mas.

K

f:,A

B. M. Shibies and family of North Berwick spent Christmas week with relatives in town.

llvsuing,Dec.20th. Music and dancing were

Bnjoyed

Bf

Linwood Thompson, who has been
by all and dainty refreshments
working at Island Falls, wa home for
ice cream, fancy cookies, sandwiches
the
Mr. and Mrs. B. L. AbornMrs. Bertha Shibles and Hester Wenvorth attended the State Grange meetig in Bangor.

Among those from this town who at-

;ended the Maine State Grange at Ban;or recently were Walter S. Clark,
master of Northern Light Grange, Mr.

Goodrich, who has received

I

officials,

the

his dis-

cently, where he intends to locate. He
found it impossible, however, to find a
desirable rent of furnished rooms and
obliged to leave the matter with the
Lewiston Chamber of Commerce.
was

The funeral services of Mrs. Percy N.
■ Hall were held at the Methodist Episcochurch Sunday, Dec. 21st, Rev. C.

-t.

“The Farmer's Worst Enem&ats.

jI

The

Friend—Bnap.V'

Farmer’s Best

These are the words of J"S B? .xter,
N. J.: “Ever since I tried T-Shit AP I
have always kept it in the ie.
f^ever
fails. Used about $3 00 w of 'RAT■es Mrs. Hall was a native of the village, SNAP a year and figure it;s
mP1; 5300
*
■being the daughter of the late Thomas in chicks, eggs and feed. f-SNlJAP is
break
upt,
just
convenient,
nc;i|> mix'Eaton and Mrs. Eaton, who survives her.
ing with other food.”
25c,
;She was a member of the Order of the
50c, $1.00. Sold and guaeed", by A.
J Eastern Star and belonged to the chapter A. Howes & Co., Hall-Elli, atlnd City
I,
f in Danforth, and the services were under Drugstore.
“
■ A. Purdy officiating. A.large number of
■relatives and friends were in attendance

Tlsize^s,

—:-awr

the direction of Cushing Chapter, O. E.
S., which attended in a body and performed the impressive burial rites in a

*

creditable

bearers

The

manner.

The Brick S

Bfloral
I Ajar,

§

pillows, sprays and a broken column from the O. E. S. and large, perfeet
calla lilies attractively arranged represeated her age. Besides her husband and

Jarg

Sparing Dolly,
The Star Month,
A Christmas

th

C..J|

Sarral^

K

f

§E
t

Mrs. Clarence McDonald has been in

ree

Rockland,

BY

It

Robert Hardy accompanied by Roger
Heald and Miss Ethelle Heald, left Dec.

Carrie Hall has been in Belfast
assisting her daughter, Miss Georgia
Hall, in her store during the holiday
Mrs.

hold its

an-

Saturday
Hon. A. H. Miller,

officers

on

evening, Jan. 3rd.
assisted by J. S. Mullen, will act
stalling officers.

s
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I first
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Doan’s
Moore
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t&e proud record
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that belongs
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JOHNSON’S
Anodyne LINIMENT
A doctor’s famous prescription—internal
and external use—for Coughs, Colds, Sore
t i s, Tonsflitis,
Throat, Grippe, B r o nc
Cramps, Chills, Sprains, Strains, etc. A

safe, sure and satisfying anodyne that
soothes, heals, and stops pain.

We witL
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wish to
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ask

for

the

,

N?1 LARGE
EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N°l MEDIUM
EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N?1 SMALL
EXTRA TO AVERAGE

N° 2
AS TO SIZE

S

GUAliTY

MUSKRAT
4.50 to 4.00 3.50 to 3.00 2.75 to 2.50 2.25 to 2.00 1.75 to
1.25
3.50 to 3.U0 2.85 to 2.35 2.25 to 1.85 1.75 to 1.35 1.50
to 1.00

Winter
Fall

__MIN IC
Fine. Dark 25.00to20.00 18 GOto 14.00
12.00to 10.00 9.00 to 7.50 9.00 to 5.00
Usual Color 15.00to 12.00 11 OOto 9.00
8.50 to 7.50 7.00 to 6.00 7.00 to 4.00
Pale
IQ.OOto 8.50 8.00 to 7.00 6.50 to 6.00 5.00 to 4 00 5.00 to 2.50

SKUNK

N?lEXTRA LARGE

Black
Short
Narrow
Broad

N?l LARGE

EXTRA TQ AVERAGE

EXTRA

11.00 to 9 00
8.50 to 7 50
6.50 to 5.75
3.50 to 3.00

8.50
7.00
5 50
2.75

N?1

TO AVERAGE

7.75
6.00
4.75
2.25

to
to
to
to

MEDIUM
AVERAGE

LXTBfl TO

7.50
6.25
4.50
2.00

to
to
to
to

7.00
5.75
4.00
1.75

SMALL

N°1
EXTRA

TQ

6.75
5.50
3.75
1.50

AVERAGE

to
to
to
to

6.00
5.00
3.00
1.00

GOOD UNPRIME
AS

TO Size

6 00
5 00
3.00
1.00

S

to
to
to
to

QuauTY

3.00
2.50
1.50
.75

These extrerndy high pi ices are based on the well-known “SHUBERT” liberal
grading and are
quoted tor immediate shipment. No. 3, Nr. 4, and otherwise inferior skins at
highest market value
For quotations on o.her Maine Furs, write fbr
tlie only reliable
"uiije
frijubrrt
Shipper
and
™
“
accurate market report and price list of its kind published. It’s FREK Write
for it.
A cldpaient to “SHUBERT” will result in “more
money”_“quicker.”
SHIP

ALL

YOUR

FURS

OIRFCT

TO

AzQ. & HUBERT7^*
THE LARGESTHOUSE IN THE WORLD
DEALING EXCLUSIVELY IN

AMERICAN RAW FURS.
27
25-

W.Austin Aye. Dept. 2733Cliicaqo, U.S.A.

cW\£ U. S. /St&efO&lUuQJZfi&Jkuuf

in Bulletin No. 561:

“Fowls

not

fed

any

during their pullet

^

**

—

beef

year

other animal protein laid only 90 eggs
compared with 137 eggs from beef scrap hens.”
or

scrap

as

The Meat CotirS«
of the Hen Menu
PORTLAND MEAT SCRAP

Portland Meat Scrap
is practically all BEEF scrap. Little if any
pork meat scrap is in it's composition.
PORTLAND is safe to use. Never gets
rancid. Has very high protein value.
Your dealer sells this old established reliable brand.

YOUR PAIN RELIEF

a 24 page memo booklet we will be
mail you on receipt of your address.
PORTLAND RENDERING COMPANY^
Portland, Maine
(219)

We have

glad

to

Once you’ve tried it on that stiff
joint, sore muscle, sciatic pain, rheumatic twinge, lame back, you’ll find
a
warm, soothing relief you never
thought a liniment could produce.
Won’t stain the skin, leaves no muss,
wastes no time in applying, sure to
A large bottle
give quick results.
means economy.
Your own or any
other druggist has it.
Get it today.
3Sc, 70c, $1.40

awfully sleepy.

l!

U

A social cup of
will add

greatly
hospitality if you

your reputation for
serve SUPERBA.
to

The Suns of the Far

said
yourself!”
Santa,
|
I
is that?” said Jack.
!
5
"Waiting for you,” said the boy.
“Never mind,” said
“You
Santa,
Santa Claus laid h'
sack upfon will
find
out when you get your
the floor. Out of it came every kind presents.
If you would suceed—be
of a toy.
thrifty Jack.”
“Are those for me?” asked Jack,
“I don’t like sting
people,” said
eyes Dig with astonishment.
Jack.
Santa continued picking over the
"Neither do I,” said Santa. “Thrift
is neither stinginess
brightly colored toys.
or—the ChristFactory
“Oh, dear, I must have left yours mas spirit. Thrift spends
wisely and
Locations,
home,” he said.
saves understandingly.”
y
I
“Then
haven’t
a
A
few seconds later Jack woke
thing this
Mill Sites, Farms,
Christmas?’ questioned Jack disap- up in bed.
On the floor were many
The
pointed.
jolly “Old Saint’s” eyes packages. The stocking had swollen
Sites for Summer-,
twinkled.
during the night into many odd
"Not quite as bad as that Jack, shapes. On the
Hotels and
top was a little book
boy, he replied. “Would you like with the words “From Santa Claus.”
to go back with me and get your The
LOCATED ON THE LINE OF THE
boy opened it.
Inside was a
toys.”
new green War Savings
Stamp with j
“Can I have anything?” said Jack. a note, “This is a
start for your
“Anything,” said Santa.
college education. Father and mothgive opportunity to those desiring to
The
boy’s eyes glistened.
He er
will
give you a War Savings
make a change in location for a^new
looked at fart.
:mo-1 unbelieving. Stamp every time you save sixteen
start in life.
h;.! and paused, Thrift Stamps,” signed, Santa Clatu.
ant.”
Jack was awfully happy. He was
<
Undeveloped
be,” said going to college.

through
are

tea

East, shining
high hills

the thin air of the

in SUPERBA Teas.

Your dealer has your iavorite flavor—

Ceylon, Orange Pekot^ Formosa or
English Breakfast. Sealed packets.
SUPERBA on the Label:
SUPERB for your Table.

Milliken-Tomlinson Co.,
Portland, Maine
UI9

Camps

taken

was

in-

as

N?I EXTRA LARGE
EXTRA TO AVERAGE

GET SLOAN’S FOR

_

kidneys
Derail
didn’t

satisfactory results.

Miss Andrees had returned to this
the Red
Cross, but when she read of the sad
plight of the Armenians, she at once
offered her services to Near East Relief, the former American Committee
on Armenian and Syrian Relief, whicn
already has saved thousands of lives
in Western Asia. Miss Andrees is the
only American woman war worker
who was awarded the Distinguished
Service Medal by Congress.
Most of
the other members of her party likewise served with honor for the Red
Cross and other war service organizations.
Among the other members of the
group are the Misses Frances and
Betty Anderson of New Canaan, Coun.,
who were decorated with the Croix de
Guerre by the French Government;
Miss Margaret Milne of Washington,
D. C„ who was a member of the
Hoover Relief Commission for
Rumania, and Miss Alex Sidney, an English woman who served for three years
with tlie Britisli Relief Commission in
Serbia. Miss Doris Nevin,
another
member of the party, is a daughter
of the late Etlielbert Nevin, the composer.
Col. William N. Haskell, commissioner to the Near East for the Pans
Peace Commission and official representative of the Near East Relief, has
cabled that the relief workers now In
the field are overwhelmed by the magnitude of their task. Col. Haskell says
800.000 Armenians will starve before
the next harvest unless they are given
aid and 120,000 orphan children face
deatli from hunger and exposure.
Thousands of refugees are daily being brought to the relief centers from
the deserts.

country after serving for

Quarries^

tockton

Richard Lermond, who has had the
electric lighting system installed in his
residence, has it completed with most

election of

!y

gs resithis

on

trade.

remembeT

All You Can Ship
And Will Pay These
Extremely High Prices
GET A SHIPMENT OFF—TODAY

“Hello

enerous

But

ing relief

Jack
small
rolly-polly body tumbled out of the
chimney. It was Santa Claus.
“Hello Santa,” said Jack.

in our
Doan’s
v arises:
ssful in

slzee.

original imported GOLD MEDAL brand.
In Bealed packages.

“Shubert” Wants Maine Furs

You don't have to rub it ir
to get quick, comfort-

noise grew louder and louder.
quivered with excitement as a

e

19th for Florida to spend the winter.

the night before Christ-

Suddenly there came a scraping
and a scrambling—soot and bits of
plaster tumbled down Into the
replace. Perhaps it was a mouse. The

vays In-

of his mother, Mrs. Sarah Norton.

Tranquility Grange will

was

Mr.

irings

Dexter Norton of Watertown, Mass.,
in town recently, called by the death

was

nual

and

parents
irted by

Misses Doris Allen and Hazel Heal*
students of Belfast High school, are at
home for the holiday recess.

you grow up?”
going to college to be an
engineer
and
learn how to build
bridges and subways and
buildings ’’
“So I understood.
That is why 1
am giving you
your start for colam

Jack determined this year to
remain- awake until Santa Claus lege.”
came
down the chimney. His
eyes, heavy with sleep, watched
the empty stocking faintly outlined in the darkness by the glowing fireplace. The church clock
struck eleven, then twelve. Jack

stories,

recent guests of R. J. Lermond.

was

Santa, “when
“I

mas.

candy,
:s,

I

LOWELL AMES In ORRIS

Coombs,

called

by the illness of relatives.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Clark of Camden
were

Jack’s Adventure!
I
y In Nodland
i

0Ifej

brief visit.

Mrs. Abbie Hurd is in
!

MISS MARY VAIL ANDREES,
Service Heroine Who
Now Goes to Near East

Distinguished

where nearly a million people are
suffering from disease and starvation.

Do you know what your
careless,
amounted to anything ex- useless
expenditures amounted to last
cept work for me, now I am through year? What
could be omitted and
I know what I
receive, I know still proride a comfortable
happy life
what I have left, and so I know for
your family.
what
I
must have spent—that is
Accounts should tell you six facts
enough for me.”
when, whence and what you reA characteristic reply to a casual
ceived, and when, where and for
question. But, stop and think. What what you
spend.
They are of no
have resulted from
might
keeping use unless approximately
accurate,
accounts—not what did, but what and
simple enough to be easily unought to have resulted?
derstood by a third party. You will
Did you ever wonder at the end
then be able to
understand them
of the day when all your
money yourself six months later.
They are
had gone? Were you ever haunted
useless unless compared with
a plan
by the idea that some of it must for
spending and used as a basis
have been lost from your purse?
for rebuilding that plan.
Jotting down expenditures for the
Each month and year
the total
day relieves your mind—you know, amounts should
be easily available
instead of wondering. The satisfac- for
comparison with the totals of
tion at the end of the month is
just other months and years.
as
great you know you have not
Accounts should not be a bugbear
lost anything.
You can see where
They should consume only a miniyou stand.
mum amount of time end for
this
Have you ever wondered what
you reason it is necessary to choose
a
paid for clothing or furniture which
simple system adopted to your inseemed to be wearing out too soon?
dividual needs.

rawford
kins and
J^at Decker
School

ind girls
School

—

?,It?£2..,ncwr?®®

to“SHUBERT“

10

Bowen
hittaker

LINCOLNVILLE
on a

Stamps.

^

:

Boston

well-thumbed books and papers
which they exchange for Thrif

which

never

Flanders

Percy Hall of this village, and a daugh- i
'eas1?f®lnlamilton
Chris*
at a- lin Wood
ter. Miss Mary Hall, who was her tender What Means
The Cfday-4
of
The
Eyes
j
nurse and companion during her long and
Smith
painfui illness. She also left a brother,
Robbins
Charles Eaton of New Bedford, Conn.,
a Smith
Ropkins
all of whom were present at the funeral.

the

emUBSlK;

larg,
quantities of marine junk, such a
obsolete ship fittings, old
clothing

"No, I kept accounts for years and

w

DialogowjHe

Dear Old
Recitations, A Chnce T

■

America’s war debt. The boys or
this big battleship, when the’
“clean ship” get together

War Sav-

many
parents will provide the children this
holiday as an incentive to save.

A Christmas Quiz, ‘^hailiillarriman
T
No Stockings To We
Robbins
A Christmas Sonfc,
*h<sSjFlanders
A Dear Little Schen,nt.'.
Brierley

mother she left three children, two sons,
1 Song,
Russell Hall of San Juan, Porto Rico,

1

Savings Stamps,

j

aid at rest in Oak Hill cemetery.
of beautiful flowers included
design that represented Toe Gates

B profusion

H

"grown-up”

The pupils of
gave
the^
the following progr.
'close of
^
school Friday, Dec. 1
Star Spangled
School
A I Song,
Recitations, Santa C!slti ccof|e Burns
a

H

R

Certain-

were

Chas. C. Moody, Joshua Treat, Jr., James
HCarleton and Capt. Thomas Morgan.
■ Prank W. Haley conducted and she was

I

War

It

Ejpai

t?

mand for these

ings Stamps, which are registered in
one piece, bond size and
very convenient to slip under the plate of
some relative on
Christmas morning.
Christmas card manufacturers have
also issued clever little containers for

DONHAM___
WHY KEEP HOUSEHOLD ACCOUNTS?

Ralph Sanborn met with very painful and serious accident o day jiast
week while loading ship tim' at Kyiox
Station. A heavy stick of -ber fe.ll in
some way so as to hit him ope leg ‘just
above the knee. He was en on the
train to Brooks, where Dr. lore ca red
'•
for him.

being Androscoggin, Oxford and
Franklin counties, was in Lewiston re-

trict

enables

Treasury Savings Certificates in deThrift Stamps for junk. That’:
nominations of $100 and $1000 will be
popular Christmas gifts this year ac- how the sailor boys of the U. S. S
cording to reports received at head- New Jersey are
swelling then
quarters of the savings division. First banks
accounts and simultaneous
Federal Reserve District.
Barkers
ly helping Uncle Sam to pay of
and postmasters report an
early de-

---By S. AGNES

)

and

the poisons which
New life and
con“nue the
When
completely
restored
treatment.
capsule or two each
SSS41
/2nrt?lki?Sx?.
day. GOLD MEDAL Haarlem Oil Capsules will keep you In health and vigor
and prevent a return of the disease.
~?o not wait until old age or disease
have settled down for good. Go to
vour
*ot a box of GOLD
ariSfUsT1
MEDAL trandi
Haarlem Oil Capsules. Money
refunded If they do not help you. Three
»*«■
“ you

on

Handling the Household Income

The reception and dance g;n by Mr.j
and Mrs. Ernest Brady were ell attend-i
ed.
Everyone enjoyed a Jod time,'
They received some pretty nd useful
presents and candy, peanutsnd cigar's,
were enjoyed by all.

C. B. Jewett of Morning Light Grange.
of

Men

Th« oil stimulates

Battleship
New Jersey Sell Junk
CERTIFICATES FOR
For Thrift Stamps
CHRISTMAS GIFTS

The well-known president the Knox
Club, Mark Shibles, was in angor recently and while there visitf the University of Maine.

Mrs. chas. C. Clements, Mrs. F. T. Bus- i
sey, Mrs. L. E. White and Mr. and Mrs.

member

TREASURY SAVINGS

wat®r
Uia ktdnay aetioa
organs to throw oil
old

IShip.yourrats

Sano.s rr»,,..,,U.4.S.,«w
-er^y ^c..«,„.,.k ,..
ot-...„S.
They re starting a Bank Account and
Simultaneously Helping Uncle
Sam Pay Off America's War
Debt.

<

uid Mrs. William Tibbetts and Mrs. G.
[f. York of Sunrise grange and Mr. and

Dr. E. P.

holidays.

Christmas

Mind cocoa were served.

his appointment as a
State Board of Health

workers abroad in the world war,

party of young women, led by Miss
Mary Vail Andrees, of New York City,
have just gone to the Near East,

a

sc enc* Mtys that eld age
begins with
weakened kidneys and digestive organs.
be>nS true, It is easy to believe
that by keeping the kidneys and digestive organs cleansed and In proper
working order old age can be deferred
and life prolonged far beyond that
enjoyed by the average person.
For over *00 years GOLD MEDAL
Haarlem Oil has been relieving the
weaknesses and disability due to advancing years. It is a standard oldtime home remedy and needs no
introducticm GOLD MEDAL Haarlem
Oil is
Inclosed In odorless, tasteless capsules
containing about S drops each. Take
them as you would a pill, with a small

BOOR on treatment of Horaealcow*,
Sheep, Dogs and other animall sent
! free.
Humphrey*’ Homeopathic Vet-

Mr. and Mrs. F. D. Alexander of Ban-

in r

as

Humphreys* Homeo. Medicine
156 William Street. New York.

Mrs. Wiswell.

OLD AGE STARTS
WITH YOUR KIDNEYS

I

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD

«

Water

_

CATARRH
Quickly Ended by a Pleasant, Healing
tiseptic Air. just Breathe It.

ending
Hyomei is made of Australian eucalyptus combined with other
antiseptics and is very pleasant to breathe.
It is guaranteed to banish catarrh,
Catarrh.

An-

The little hard rubber Hyomei inhaler
which you can get at A. A. Howes & Co.’s
or any other reliable druggist
cap easily
be carried in pocket or purse. It will last
a life time.

bronchitis,influenza,tonsilitis,

sore

throat,

croup, coughs and colds or money back.
It often cleans out a stulfed up head and
opens clogged nostrils in two minutes.
Complete outfit, including inhaler and
one bottle of Hyomei, costs but little,
while extra bottles, if afterward needed,
may be obtained at any druggist for a few
cents.

Into this inhaler you pour a few drops
of the pure healing oil of Hyomei.
This oil is absorbed by the antiseptic
gsuze within and now 'you are ready to
When a man declares that he knows a
breathe it in over the germ infested mem- woman like a
book, it’s a sure sign that
branes where it will speedily begin its he has tried to put her on the shelf.
work of banishing catarrhal germs and Cartoon’s Magazine.

Power,

fcALVAGfc

Unlimited RawMaterial

Turn your trash into cash by
selling
old rags, rubbers, iron, papers, magazines, bags, burlaps, metals and all waste
material to
SAM FREEDMAN,
16 Cross St., Belfast.
! Tel. 229-4.
1
Drop a line and I will call promptly and
pay you the highest market prices.

AND

:'

Good

your

Farming

Land

AWAIT DEVELOPMENT.

Communications regarding loca-

tions are invited and will receive attion when addressed to any agent
of the Maine central, or to,
INDUSTRIAL BUREAU

MAINE CENTRAL

RAILROAD,

PORTLAND, MAINE.

SHIP To US
prices gu .ran teed

Satisfactory

or

NOTICE

furs returned at our expense.
We quote what we pay and pay
what we quote. Don’t delay. Ship

today.
Portland Rendering Co., Portland,
'%

IVuint

v

The annual meeting of the
stockholders of
the Searsport National Bank
will b- held at
thmr banking rooms in
on Tuesday,
Searsport
Jan. 18. .920, at 2 o clock
p. m„ to elect directora for the ensuing
year and transact any
“ may
‘Wlly eome be,or® tb«

meeting81"*”
lw51

W. R.

BLODGETT,

Caabier

ABOUT RHEUMATISM
What Thousand* Have Found Give*
Relief From Thia Painful Trouble.

Rheumatism is a constitutional disin local aches
ease, manifesting itself
and pains, inflamed joints and stiff
muscles. It cannot be cured by local
It must
or external applications.
have constitutional treatment.
Take a course of the great bloodpurifying and tonic medicine, Hood ’s

Sarsaparilla, which corrects the acid
condition of the blood on which
rheumatism depends, and gives perThis medicine commanent relief.
bines, with excellent alteratives and
tonics, what is generally' conceded to
be the most effective agent in the
treatment of this disease.
If a cathartic or laxative is needed
take Hood’s Pills. Purely vegetable.
Theatre

Colonial

Many Interesting Plays to Be Shown the
Next Few Days at This Popular
Playhouse.
"The Perfect Lover,”

Thursday

Can you imagine a man being a perfect
lover—a man whose charms are so wonderful that no woman can resist them a
affecman whom women will lavish with
tion and riches just to get one smile from
him—can yon imagine that kind of a man?
If you can't, go to the Colonial on Thursday, and before the first reel of “The Perfect Lover," Eugene O’Brien's first Selznick Picture, is over, you will not have
to imagine. You will know and understand why women went out of their way
to gain the favor of Brian Lazar, formerly
a poor artist, whose work was later sponsored by Mrs. Byfield, the wife of one of
the wealthiest men in New York. He
supplies them with the love their husbands are too busy to give them. But he
gains no happiness or good from this
method of living.
A wonderful story, beautifully told and
exquisitely acted, that will thrill and
charm you is the gripping tale of Brian
Lazar. Eugene O’Brien is certainly “the
perfect lover," and he will thrill you with
his love scenes as he did in the days of
Be sure and see “The Perfect
yore.
Lover.”
And also on Thursday one of Mack
Sennett's famous comedies “Treat ’Em

BROOKS.

In Memoriam

Miss Helen Crocnett spent last week
with relatives in Unity.

Mrs. Linda G., wife of Walter H. Bickford of Winterport, died at the home of
her parents, Mr. and Mrs. George A.
Hopkins, in Monroe, Dec. 8, where she
went in September, when illness compelled her to give up her household duties.
The deceased was born in Brewer, Jan.
13, 1887, and was educated in the public
schools of that city, graduating from the
High school in 1905. She came to Monroe
with her parents in November of the Bame
year and the following year took a course
at Miss Beal’s school at shorthand in
Bangor. She was employed in the office
of Lawyer Patten in Bangor until obliged
to leave on account of illness. Although
never

in robust health she

and ambitious and after

a

was

Mrs. Howard Webb spent Christmas
with friends in Etna, Maine.
Mrs. Carroll Reynolds spent the holiday with relatives in Waterville.

Harry N. Johnson is at work for
novelty mill.

Mr. and Mrs. Charles H. Watson spent
the Xmas b'oliday with his parents.
Mr. Edward Blake and
family visited
her parents, Mr. and Mrs E. C.
Boody.
Miss Ruth M. Ames is visiting her sister, Mrs. Mertie Harriman, of Searsport.

studious

period of rest

she began teaching in 1907, and was an
exceptionally successful teacher in Mon- 1
roe and Newburg until her marriage in

November, 1914, to Mr. Bickford.
began housekeeping immediately

They
at his

MACK

Rob-

erts & Son in their

Comedy

sitated surgical treatment.

the

for several

hpuse

days

with

a

and!

bad

was

intense.

Many friends in Monroe, Newburg and
Winterport, as well as in her childhood
home, deplore her early demise.
Rough."
Beloved by her pupils, esteemed by her
Sennett Girls and "Yankee Doodle,” Friday
friends and tenderly cherished by husFriday is the big day for theatre-goers
of Belfast. It’s the day on which Mack band and parents, she has gone.
Besides those already mentioned an
Sennett’s famous bathing girls appear in
conjunction with his five-part, comedy aged grandmother survives.
“Yankee Doodle in Berlin." For par- !
funeral services were held at the flopticulars and prices see the ads in another |
kins home Wednesday afternoon, Dec.
column.

In

Mr. Roby Smith of Belfast spent Christwith his brother, Herbert F. Smith,

a

Mr. Norman S. Donahue of Belfast was
business caller in town on Wednesday

Mr. Alton W. Pilley of Dexter was the
guest of his cousin, Albert R. Pilley, a
few days last week.

All the

Mr. and Mrs. Claude Bessey of Thornon her parents, Asa H. Jones

them with

a

and

Mrs. J. G.

Bothwell Browne, Ch&s Murray, Chester Conklin, Ford
Sterling, Bert

Mr.

and Mrs.

Harry Peavey of this
village and brother Carl of Monroe spent
Christmas with their sister, Mrs. Harry
Robertson of Belfast.

j

Guilford,

A Rex Beach Stoty, Wednesday
Do you believe that it is possible to
take a crime-hardened thief and by surrounding him with influences that refine
and upfift such as the love of a pure,
sweet girl, bring about his regeneration?
Rex Beach believes it can be done and
proves his point in one of the most powerful dramas ever screened—“The Girl
From Outside.” It’s a smashing drama
of the Alaskan gold-fields and presents
the dilemma of a sweet, wholesome girl
who finds herself the object of the love
of five crooks. It’s the best and most
powerful story that Rex Beach has ever
written. A Goldwyn picture and it will
be shown Wednesday.

SOL! H MOvrVlLLE.
Missionary Davis
church last Sunday.

preached

the

Miss Erva Conner was called away last
week by the critical illness of Charles
Gilman.
Allen Colby has returned home from
the Waldo Co. Hospital. He now has

~

%

mumps.

Mrs. Carl L. Adams

week to

McLain,
*
a
An

was

in Belfast last

see
her father, Mr. William
who is at the Tapley Hospital.

Arnold Davis, who is
C.,x*1„i„ay school at
with his

attending the
Boston, spent

parents, Mr.

Brooks friends of John Hutchins and
family extend their heartfelt sympathy

Cobb.

to them in the loss of their

and Mrs.

son

Clarence,

parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. F. Paine. in the train wreck on the C. P. R. R.
Rev. Emma Harrison was a guest in the last week. The funeral were held in the
Congregational church last Wednesday,
home of Mr. and Mrs. Milbury Hunt.
her

afternoon,

Rev. Frank

Timperley,

offici-

ating.

There was a fair-sized attendance at
the day, by the
appropriate
the school fair at Crockett’s Theatre
pastor, Rev. Emma Harrison and special
Dec. 19th. Canned fruits
music with Miss Cobb soloist, in the Friday night,
and vegetables, apples, potatoes, fancy
In
the evening there was a
morning.
school work in penmanship, esconcert consisting of recitations and work,
says, etc., were on exhibition and demonthe
who
singing by
took their
children,
strations were given in testing seed corn
parts finely reflecting much credit upon
and the Babcock milk test by boys of the
the teachers of the Sunday school.
agricultural class. It was a great disapAt the regular meeting of Rosewood
pointment that Dr. Thomas, State SuperChapter O. E. S. Friday evening, the intendent of Schools, did not come.
following officers were installed by Mrs.
Another big movie serial began at
Julia Vickery, installing
officer; Mrs.
Estelle Millett, marshal of Primrose Crockett’s Theatre last Saturday night
Elmo The Mighty, featuring the
Chapter, Belfast; Mrs. Alice Hunt chap- entitled,
and strongest actor,
world’s
greatest
lain:
Mrs. Nettie Marriner,
worthy Elmo
Lincoln, who featured so prominmatron; Fred Marriner, worthy patron;
ently in Tarzan of The Apes and its
Alice Andrews, associate
matron; Miss
The Romance of Tarzan.
Mr.
Angelia Millett, sec; Francella Moody, serial,
Lincoln is ably assisted by Miss Grace
Mrs.
Lilia
treas;
Miller, con; Mrs. Bertha
a movie star who has ever been a
Cushman, associate con; Mrs. Fannie Cunard,
favorite with picture fans here.
The
Cobb,chap.; Mrs. Grace Higgins, marshal, I
Mrs. Harriette Marriner, Adah.; Mrs. I last episode of “Eddie Polo in The Lure
of The Circus” was also shown. WednesSarah Plaisted, Ruth; Mrs. Alice
Hunt, j
have been discontinued
Esther; Mrs. Emma Paine, Martha; Mrs. ! day night pictures
Martha Butler, Electa. Mrs. Lelia Jack- until spring.
to

warder, Orin Jackson, sentinel.
Among the out of town guests at the
installation were Dr. Adelbert Millett of

son,

Belfast,

who

resident of this place
for twenty-five yeais and his old friends
gave him hearty welcome; Mr. and Mrs.
was a

1

j

Mr.
and Mrs. Gustave Ward and children of
Unity at F. K. Roberts, Miss Hazel

throat, frequent colds, impoverished blood,

lack of energy, are all ear-marks
denoting lowered resistance. The system needs
or

sons Muslim

three

or

Pro-

Matinee

asc, 35c.

Evening—35c.-50c.

..———

and
War t*».v

_

Roberts and friend of

Portland,at

Charles ]

A. Roberts, Raymond L- Merritt of U. of
M., at Mrs. Mary Staples, Mr. and Mrs.

FIRE
[INSURANCE
And INVENTORIES

Robert M. Stiles of Danvers, Mass., and
Miss Lula Stiles of Portland at M. S.

Stiles, Leslie Murch of Hanover, N. H.,
at Charles H. Roberts, Mr. and Mrs?
Greenwood

of

Greenwood’s,

Skowhegan at

R.

S.

Mr. and Mrs. Alonzo Mc-

Pearson of Boston at R. A. Barden’s, Mr.
and Mrs. George Beers of Skowhegan at

8ToakP:
adjustment

John W. Hobbs’.

an

EAST

NORTHPORT

household

Mr. L. A. Gardiner of Stockton
in town Sunday.
Mrs. Elizabeth

Perry spent

is

made§ow

was

fi'®‘

How about

bun-fe*

MAURICE W.

the week-

e

a^
°f

,

isIdecmfLi

furniture;
Be,fast, recently

'«•*
r d,saPPointed
rund.toat when

end in Freedom.
Mrs. Merle Huff is teaching the school

y°ur

ZZ'ZT*

LO^ayford Block,

Belfast

in the Woods district.
Mrs. Rate Sullivan is spending
winter in New Haven, Conn.

OAK HILL, Swanville.

the

Mrs. Hattie Whiting is teaching the
Beech Hill school and boarding at Fred

;ng for Wollaston, Mass.,
dinner with their chilof Mr. and Mrs. W. W
for several days.

L. D. Holmes has returned from New
York where he has been

on

business.

Mrs.

im

Mrs. Julia M. Toothaker is visiting her
daughter, Mrs. John Innis, in Searsport.

Curtis’.

Mr. Harry Mahoney has gone to New
Haven Conn., for the winter, where he (
Ernest Harvey has moved his family to
has employment.
Belfast. He has employment in the ship
Mr. Irving Connor of

Stockton;

Maine

yard.

ratjcarei
preseeph

Mr. and Mrs. Joseph Hussey, of Castine
are
spending the holidays with Mrs.

Dec. 25th.

all

Mrs. L.

A.

Mr. and Mrs. Roy H. Southard and
Mrs. L. S. Southard have moved to Belfast, on Union street to spend the rest of

mar

and has taken possession.

ing

the winter.

[Anniversary
“£ to

Saturday,
Christmas prepa-

families only 23
mner was

eiet

Geo. Robie of Prentiss has brought the
farm owned by the late John Knowlton,
Arthur Thompson of
Mr. and Mrs
Poor’s Mills, were guests of James Webster and family, Dec, 28.

Jan. 10th, instead of a
3rd- The grange ofc-

serve’s C
{ob
Dec.

Mr. and Mrs. E. C. Peavey were guests
of Frank Peavey and family in Belfast,

Hussey's parents, Mr. and

keeping house,

will install its officers

is boarding at Mrs. G. H. Patch’s and is
working for Durham and Sheldon.

Mahoney.

is

vela

were

served and

int time.

“'ree.BIp

I ill« Hi
wish to announce that

their closing

out sale

during
they have

the Gramroth^T? teacher been
spend- secured the services of El)Jerport;>tlas
at home. SatI8C!ltion
urdaRer
MUND VYILSON, registered
friends in
^entertained
hontElsi
[8y- The evening was druggist. All prescriptions or
spenli W
in

,'*y«

cards* dancing

sing1-"

and

dered will be carefully fiilei!
Ralph Taylor of the Belfast High
fanc°yS 'ter ienU °f sandwiches,
Mr. Donald Bodge who has been away ! school is
spending his vacation with his
and
a dechocolate,
licio
all summer and fall on a lobster steamer
parents, Mr. and Mrs. Geo. Taylor.
le were served and all
running from Machias to Boston is at
and
two
good time- Miss
Mr. and Mrs. A. P. Toothaker
am®
Grap
at home now for an indefinite stay.
'ght for Winterport to
sons were guests of Mr. John Innes and
resuappl1**3
C. A. Sheldon had a pine cut that
"a
family, in Searsport, Christmas day.
two
measured 3 ft. 8 inches at the butt, 90
*tohave
and
children
gone
Mrs. Kiersteed
■lany
feet long and scaled 1800 feet. It is one
*
^QE.
to Canada for the winter, to be with her
of the largest ever cut in this vicinity.
Must know how tc produce the
husband who has employment there.
highes
Chester Sheldon has completed a conE.i--*W..
grade of men’s shirts.
and Mrs. F. O. Holmes spent
Mr.
'lng an >ce house and
tract of 100 piling for Sandy Point ShipMust have enough executive
S]
Christmas week with their daughter and
ability t
yard, and is beginning on another large
Mi
start with a new organization
Mr. and Mrs. Sidney Evans, in
and show
family,
order of ship timber for the same com?le spent the evening immediate results'.
Sunff Al
Wiscasset.
pany.
Mi5'
Must be able to follow instructions an.
Miss Eflie Ames resumed her teaching
ter InKraham have
Miss Mabel Wadlin, R. N., of West
see that her own are
Konaueop
,
after
Dec.
29th,
carried out.
in district number 9,
*n
^heir
new home.
Newton, Mass., and Lieut. George Wadb>y
If so, here is an excellent
Christmas week with her parlin of Meriden, Conn., who have been spending
opporBanton visited her
ents in Exeter.
tunity to become connected with
1 w‘^e in Montville
spending Christmas with Capt. and Mrs.
Satuftie
an organization a
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Flye and daughter,
.ready doing exBartlett Wadlin, returned home Monday
ceptional thingstin another city.
Ruby and Miss Eflie Flye of Freedom and
by the morning train.
Mary Hal
where
The pay will be ample and will
A Christmas tree celebration was held Albra E. Flye of Brighton, Mass.,
increas
e> Saturday afterThe following people spent the holiday
nooat.,
Mrs.
Porter
F.
in proportion to results.
Webb,
at the Brown’s Cor. schoolhouse by the guests of Mr. and
with relatives and friend in town:

A LINGERING COUGH
loss of weight

Turpin, Marie

Three Complete
Shows -130,7.00,8.30, Piiees
1
I

pron'a

|nd

erepfli

1.

-’Wt’8'

pareit^

I

attei|i

school

on
Wednesday afternoon, and
another at the chapel Christmas Eve, at
which there was a very pleasing enter-

Dec. 28th.

SWANVILLE.

Roberts of Somerville, Mass., at George
tainment consisting of recitations by the
A. Roberts, Hollis Jones of Carmel at
Mrs. H. O. Cunningham has left the
children and congregational singing with
Harry Stanley also Mr. Aubrey Fuller of W. S. Jones, Lawrence E. Jenkens of
Mrs. Ross presiding at the organ.
Tapley
Hospital and is with her daughter,
Appleton.
| Dexter at H. F. Jenkens, Clifton P
Mrs. Lauriston Nichols.

a tender
at

At the shooting match on Christmas
Franklin P. Adams was the winner.

the

Bliss Marriner of Rangely, at. the home
of their parents, Mr. and Mrs. Eben

Roach,

Mel St. Clair, Ren
vost, Eve Tatcher>

SEARSMONT.

A western drama full of thrills and
in which Edith Storey
heart appeal,
comes back to the screen after a long
absence, will hold your attention from
start to finish. Those of you who are
familiar with Bret Harte’s stories will
If you are not, then save
know why
yourself the time reading. Come and see
Tuesday, “As the Sun Went Down.”

Pacific Beaches

m ii a shpbt m m

fine large boy.

Hamlin and Mr.
and Mrs. C. E. Hamlin spent Christmas
with relatives in Thorndike.
Mr.

_

Ldith Storey, Tuesday

Peaches

family, recently.

The stork visited Mr. and Mrs. Guy A.
Prime Friday, Dec. 19th, and presented

Tom Moore, Saturday
“One of the Finest” is Tom Moore’s
relatives. There were beautiful floral
Captain Walter O’Brien, who is stanew Goiciwyn Picture, which comes Saturday. Not only does it afTord any num- tributes from the family, from the ladies tioned in New York, returned to his vesber oi delightful surprises in the way of of Loyal Rebekah Lodge in Monroe, with sel last
Thursday afternoon, after a few
startling complications and unexpected which she was
formerly affiliated, from days’ vacation with his family here in the
thrills, but it shows the likable star in a
which
decidedly new guise. He is Larry Hayes, Morning Light Grange, Monroe, of
village.
she was a member, and from the Ladies’ ,
a mounted policeman, monarch of all he
Mrs. Jessie Rines of Dixmont, Miss
surveys in the fashionable park compris- Club at White’s Corner.
i
Abbie Knowlton of Belfast, Mr. and Mrs.
ing his beat.
M. A. Haley was funeral director and;
Elisha Danforth of Freeport, Me., spent
He makes his first mistake in the performance of his duty when he overtakes the bearers were S. P. Stevens, W. N. ! the holiday with their
parents, Mr. E. R.
a
speeding limousine and reminds its York, Elmer Grant and Albert Smith. Knowlton and
family.
beautiful occupant, Frances Hudson (See- The interment was in Pilgrim’s Home |
na Owen), that her chauffeur is exceeding
Postmaster Wallace O. Estes and the
C. D. Y.
;
the limit. Tiie society girl resents his Cemetery.
R.F.D. carriers report that more mail inWinterport, Dec. 21, 1919.
remark and is angered by his firm, though
cluding parcel post packages has been
laughing, rejoinder to her reply. So she
received here this Christmas than ever
about
to
have
her
father
cause Larry
sets
Hayes’ dismissal. Instead of this, howbefore since the mail routes were started.
ever, iie is reduced to the rank of plain
clothes man —but not before Frances
Millard Cunningham, son of Henry
Mrs. Mary Greenlaw of Rockport is
Hudson has been saved by him when her
of this village who has been
Cunningham
her
Mrs.
visiting
Charles Andrews.
sister,
iife is in peril. Peevishly she resents his
at work for his uncle in Bangor, has entimely interference and the policeman
Mr. and Mrs V. A. Simmons of Beltered the Shaw Business College, where
only laughs the more.
fast were guests of Mr. and Mrs. Fred
he is taking a complete commercial
Assigned to guard her sister’s wedding
presents, Larry again meets the girl he Miller Sunday.
course.
can’t forget and she proves that she
The scholars of the grammar school,
hasn’t forgotten him either. From this
Funeral services of Mrs. Laura
Mrs. Abbie Bryant, teacher, had an euDickey,
moment surprises begin to happen.
wife of Daniel Dickey of
Morrill, was
Be sure and see Marie Walcamp in an- tertainment. consisting of Christmas and
|
other “Spurs and Saddles” story on Sat- patriotic recitations and songs, Wednes- held in the Congregational church here
|
urday. It is going to be a fine show, so day morning, Dec. 24th.
Saturday, Dec. 20th. Interment in the
come early and bring the family.
receiving tomb in the upper yard. Rev.
the
Christmas
Among
guests were Miss Frank
Timperley officiated.
Tom Mix, Monday
Helen Cobb of
Mr. and Mrs.

mon

CaliArnia

Way from the

dike called

Miss Mary Benedict of Dedham, Mass.,
the guest of Rev. Willard E. Streeter and family during the holidays.

Christmas Sunday was observed in the
M. E. church, by a very interesting ser-

PERFORMANCE

The Celebrated

of last week.

and

PERSON

EVERY

and family.

was

Miss Minnie Paine of Milo with

I

HI8

Famous Battling Beauties

mas

Frank Dickey of Monroe and Miss
Beryl Kendall of Jackson were united in
10th, Rev. F. S. Dolliff of Jackson speak- marriage at the home of Rev. Willard E.
ing words of comfort to the bereaved Streeter, Wednesday, Dec. 24th.

Dare-devil Tom Mix in “The Coming
of The Law” is the welcome announcement for Monday. The story follows.
W hen Kent Hollis goes to Dry Bottom,
N. M., to settle up his father’s estate he
finds the town in the grip of the worst of
outlawry, and everyone takes it for granted that he has come to make order out of
chaos. This is not Kent’s intentions at
all, but when they as much as tell him he
is a coward he decides tnere is work for
him to do, and so he remains. Then, too,
Nellie Hazelton makes quite a little difference in his plans. Big Bill Dunlavey
is the ruler of the town. He is also seeking the hand of fair Nellie. All of which
is not particularly pleasing to Kent. Kent
decides to run for sheriff. Big Bill hires
“Ten Spot” to put an end to Kent, but
Kent’s nimbleness puts an unexpected
finish on “Ten Spot’s” labors and he
leaves as a tried friend of Kent. It is
this relationship which finally gets the
position of sheriff for Kent and arrives
just in time to save Kent and Nellie from
the hands of Dunlavey and his gang.

Feature^*

cold.

She made a

receiving treatment at hospitals both in
Bangor and Massachusetts. She returned
to her home from the Paine hospital in
November, and for nearly a year looked
after the affairs of her household, doing
whatever her strength permitted.
When in her presence, one could scarcely realize that she was seldom free from
pain, for her bright young life radiated
gladness and cheer and she bore her burden with patience and fortitude.
During her final illness, all that a devoted husband, loving parents and competent medical care could do, was done
to alleviate her suffering which at times

Five! Reel

Mrs. Kate Miller and children were the
guests of relatives in Belfast Christmas.
Mrs. Bertha Reynolds and Mrs. Kate
Miller are at work in the pant shop
here.
Mrs. Lida Lane has been confined
to

Mrs. Grace Tasker of Belfast called on
home here and after a few months MrsJ
Bickford resumed teaching in the school Mrs. Isabel Boody Wednesday of last
building situated but a few rods from her l week.
home, and continued until the winter of | Mr. John D. Gibbs was the guest of
1918, when serious complications devel- ( Carroll Clemens and family of Monroe
oped concerning ner health, which neces- last week.
brave struggle in the months that followed to regain, at least, her former health,

S£NNETTS~

four times a day to help restore the resistive powers
of the body.
Coughs, colds and the like do not
linger long when Scott’s Emulsion is taken
consistently and regularly. Better try tti

The exclusive grade of cod-liver oil used in SeofttVRnmkkm is the famous
S & B. process," made in Norway and refined in our oion American
laboratories. It is a guarantee of purity and palatability unsurpassed.
19-64
Scott It Bowne, Bloomfield. N. J.

SOUTH BELFAST
Lottie Roberts of Waterville is
spending a week with her aunt, Mrs. A.
Mrs.

Th«use
Chri*®ye
Wate^i
paresmy

bega

and Mrs.

Nickerson spent the
Miss Hazel
W. Roberts.
week-end in Belfast, the guest of Miss
Miss Eulalia Greenlaw left the first of
Ruth Partridge, who celebrated her birththe week lor Castine, where she will atday. ,
tend the E. S. N. S.
Mrs. H. F. M. Phillips returned home
Frank West, who is captain of a coal Dec.
17th, but went to Searsport again
barge from New York to Providence, R. laBt Sunday to care for Miss Maude Col1., is spending his vacation at the home cord.
of his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Frank West.
William M. Damm arrived home from
Mr. and Mrs. Allen Roberts entertain- Dartmouth College Dec. 19th to spend a
ed at dinner Christmas day the following two weeks’ vacation with his parents,
guests: Mrs. Emma Roberts and son Ray- Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Damm.
mond of Brooks, Mr. and Mrs. Sydney
Mr. and Mrs. Louis B. Nickerson enRoberts of Waterville, Mr. and Mrs.
Murray ’Wentworth and son Manus of tertained Christmas day Mr. N’s brothers
Waldo and Mr. Mrs. G. E. Curtis and and sister and their families,' and Mr. and
children Mahlon and Viola. After din- Mrs. A. D. Moody also had a
family gathner a Christmas concert was given by
the children, after which presents were ering.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Nickerson left
| distributed from a gaily decorated tree.
E.

with

Goodwill

her

Isaac Ingraham,
ner a T
Christmas dinMrs. J. Hi Vose
ente\ nf
diunfhen Christmas at
red Elkins took
diumated
E. N.'

Alton Libby of Unity
were in town Sunday, guests of Mr. W
S. Nickerson and family.
Mr.

To arrange for an

family gatherings
mb and.family 0t

bro
°t

Ml

woo#y|w

Run> Mr
rocll1 V
Maiavhen
50»re t
iman_
—

TSaIIj
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~
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Sale
tillage, pasture,

rd and berries,
ings. Land not
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son, Sylvester
do not claim
ierefore I will
is of his con-

interview, address

Moctorii Co.

AUGUSTA,

MAINE

giving
I

present employment and
service.

length

of
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Have Your Car Tuned Up
This Winter.
You have admired the smooth
running
engines in great industrial plants.
Care makes them run like that.
All machinery is in the same
classyour car, for instance.
Smooth operation and power depend on
correct adjustment of its mechanism
The ideal time to have this work
done
is in winter, when
you can best spare
your car for a brief period and when the

shop can give you a painstaking job.
We are able to place at your disposal

now—

1— Mechanical
skill,
2— Materials and
3—Time

AN SICKLE.

stre^
monl

bly

on

For a thorough tuning up.
Make your arrangements now and avoid
Vine waiting for your car when the spring sea-

mall sum of
at

OFFICE

son

opens.

C. A. Paul

Garage

The next number in the Coit-Alber
will be the lecture Feb. iith by
the well known Dr. Lincoln McConnell.
course

WE ADMIT IT

The January term of the Supreme Judicial Court will convene next Tuesday
with Justice George M. Hanson of Calais

Yt s, we like our stock, we thKe pleasure in seeing it upon our
shelves and in our show cases; but \ a can buy more when you
have bought this, and it is our busines > to KEEP THINGS MOVING. Come and help us. We will dc our share, and will sell you
any thing we have in our store at a p ice which will be FAIR to
1 *urs truly,
you and only JUST to ourselves.

A game of basketball will take place in
the Armory this, Thursday, evening Jan.
1st, between the Belfast High and the
Brooks A. A. teams.

ment in
secured

House, 319-3

Coats
Suits
Dresses

Warren, who has had employBingham the past two years, has
a fine position in Lowell, Mass.,

where he and

lei—Store, 223-12

Of All Winter

The sale of the Wayside Tea House,
owned by the heirs of the late L. L. Robbins, and leased to Mrs. Ada L. Wildes,
has been cancelled before the deed was
ready to forward Mr. Crane.
L. A.

BERT L. IAVIS

January Clearance Sale!

presiding.

Warren will make
their home in the near future.

Miss Florence D.

TO THE PUBLIC:—

young people of this city, was recently
announced.
No date for the wedding

hich we
It is with great pleasure and the spirit of business friendship
have so greatly valued in the past and hope to retain in the feure, that
at this opportune moment, we extend to you for the coming yearour best
wishes for your future prosperity and happiness.
It has been your many kindnesses that have enabled us 9 bring
the first few months of our business up to its present success, and wi'incerely
hope by your co-operation the coming year, that we may be able to,:rve y°u
more promptly and more efficiently than we have in the past.

has been mentioned.
The members of the Belfast Fire Department appreciate the generosity of the
Coe-Mortimer Co., who have, according
to their custom of several
years, presented each of the fire companies with a
check of $25.

Our motto for the coming year will be EFFICIENCY and PROV’TNESS.
us at this time call your attention to the many attract prices
our Sweaters, Skirts and Waists:
And let

on

Mr. and Mrs. Altana E. Dutch received
greetings from the former’s

Plaid Skirts, beautitul patterns, $6.99 to $14.9
Slipon8 and Sweaters, all colors, $3.95 1o $14.9
$2.98 to $3.9
Tailored Waists,

Christmas

to your

v

The December meeting of the school
committee was held last Monday evening. It was voted to allow the use of
the High school room, lighted and heat-

THE DAVIS SAMPLE SHOP

The News of Belfast
MEW

BELf.ST,

HIGH STREET,

ost members

quested to furnish food,
are

invited.

I'he Colonial Theatre publishes picture ;
feature
R. will give
The members of the D.
program for the week and special
for Friday, Jan. 2nd.
a New Year’s party at th tome of Mrs.
B;rt L. Davis publishes an adv. in re- | Amy E. Stoddard next M lay evening.
iard to the large stock at IPs clothing Mrs. Evelyn C. Frost wil ct as assistit ore .on Main street.
ant hostess.
H. L. Whitten Co. offers grocery pung
'or sale.
Mrs. Julia A. Vickery >. D. G. M.,
1
the Sunlight Bakery, 39 Main street, assisted by Mrs. Estelle K. lillett. Grand
fresh
every
advertises Federal Bread
Marshall of Primrose Ch ier, O. E. S.,
lour.
inspected Rosewood cha er at SearsWrn. L. Luce, Inc., expresses appreciamont last Friday night.
Lion for patronage aad extends New

j

members of the B. H. S. class of 1915.
The guests were Miss A. Annette Holt,
Miss Helen Kittridge, Miss Marguerite
H. Owen, Mr. and Mrs. Henry G. Inger-

|

1

Year’s greetings.
The New York Bargain Store extends
best wishes for the New Year and advertise a Januaryclearar.ee sale of winter

apparel.
C. A. Paul offers to tune up your car
tor the winter at his garage.
See adv. of Jersey cow lost.
Mrs. M. J. Lowe offers sleigh for sale.
M. S. Jellison wants stitchers.
See adv. of Oriental rugs wanted.

Dickey-Knowlton Real Estate Co. offers residence and small factory for sale.
Everett Fenwick, Morrill, advertises

The officers of EmraavVhite Barker

an

don is only nine years obis
tle lad and has been adopd

a

bright lit-

as

mascot of

Company F. of the Thirolaine Infantry.
He became

Year’s

greetings.
C. W. Greeley,
for stray sheep.

advertises

Freedom,

The public health nursing board will
meet next Monday afternoon at 4 o’clock.

acquainted

ith Co.

F.

a

large family

There will be

c

school

a

on

hildren.
ass

and

meeting at

are

George McClel-

an

Chandler F

Bearce, Boston, Mass.,

the directors. Mr. Leonard is president and treasurer, Mr. Stevens is clerk.
The corporation is located in Belfast.
are

Rockland Jan. 9th wher 11 people interested in school welfsi in Waldo and
Knox counties

After

The certificate of organization of the
corporation of the Leonard, Stevens.
Bearce Company was recorded in the
Waldo County Registry of Deeds Dec.
27th. The purposes of the organization
are to own all property and
appliances, to
carry on the manufactue of shoes, etc.
The capital stock is $300,000; common
stock, $150,000; preferred stock, $150,000;
capital stock paid in $300; par value of
shares, $100. Arthur H. Leonard, Newton, Mass., Herbert H. Ste’.ens, Belfast,

their trip to Camp Key last summer.
He is here with the cons t of his father,
who has

Howard Tibbetts and

hour spent socially and
with music the party adjourned to the
dance in Odd Fellows Hall.

Gordon Sawin, son of hrley F. Sawin
of Augusta, is the guef of Lieut, and
Mrs. John E. Wright of is city. Gor-

Maurice W. Lord advertises fire insurance and inventories.
Mr. and Mrs. John Hutchins publish a
card of thanks.
Central Maine Power Co. offers their
stock as an investment for

card.
See adv. of pocket book lost.
Fred D. Jones extends New

lan.

open seson.

lumber for sale.

preferred
savings in 1920.
The Davis Sample Shop publishes an
appreciation for patronage and quotes
some prices on their goods.
Charles R. Coombs publishes a holiday

soll,

Tent, I), of V., will be inalled Wednesday evening, Jan. 7th,by ie Department
President, Mrs. Carrie MRipley of East
Corinth. The business eeting will be
held at 7 o’clock and the stallation will
be at 8, with

Bucklin has

streets,

Church street.

been confined to

home with grip and

neuritis,

but is

a

urg to be present.
Kn< Waldo school-

will

be rganized.
masters club
The
mass meeting in the eening is for the
purpose of forming a Prut- teacher As-

full attendance is requested.
The regular meeting of Primrose Chapter, O. E. S., will be held tomorrow,
Friday, evening. Memorial services will
be held for the late Clifford
patron of Primrose Chapter.

Pattee, past

Eugene L. Stevens will receive
the members of the Hospital Club and
Aid at her home on Church street New
Mrs.

MemYear’s Day from 3 to 5.30 p. m.
bers are invited to come and bring their
work.

|

THURiJAY

THE

eugene^brien

COLONIAL i km nr
Theatre
SENjEf
fjbij

This handsome
of the screen
in a most aipiriate role.

Belfast,

Matinee

Daily

at

Maine
2.30

Admission 11c and 6c

Evening

at

7.00 and 8.30

Admission 17c and 11c

MACK
“Treat ’v

MONDAY

TOM MIX
IN
*

‘The

Coming

The

5 Act Sennett

Comedy

“Yankee Doodle in
Berlin”
With

Bathing

Girls in
Person.

COMEDY

Rough*5

CAUMljlNEWS

SPECIAL

PRICES

SEE BIG AD!

Sailrday—TOM MOORE

5"*ctefcn“0ne of the
Swe

These Prices Include War fan

FRIDAY

_aJ|

Walcamp'in “Spurs

Finest”

and Saddles”

PROGRAM ’FOR YOUNG

AND

OLD.

WEDNESDAY

REX BEACH’S
“The Girl

From Outside”

of the Law”
OUTING CHESTER NEWS

VOD-A-VIL

are

ever

in need of

a

good, dependable winter garment, which will give

satistactory
come early,
stock is

large.

not

this clearance sale—and
have ever hud, our remaining
Tel. 228-5
to attend
we

Store

Federal Bread

Each pupil had a part in
ergreens, etc.
the program of music and readings. Parents and friends were present to enjoy
the hours.

Fresh

Every Hour at the

Sunlight Bakery
39 Main Street
DAYS FOR

INSPECTION—Mondays, Tuesdays,
Wednesdays, Thursdays, Fridays and Saturdays.

The Women’s Alliance of the First
Parish will meet with Mrs. A. E. Wilson

Come and watch

at the parsonage next Friday afternoon
at three o’clock.
“A Few Poems of John

bake.

us
#

Keats” will be the subject of the paper
given by Mrs. James C..

which will be

Durham. The date of this meeting is
changed from Thursday to Friday on ac-

Mr.

City Marshal M. R. Knowi'on has

packed.

Mr. Knowlton very generously
distributed some of them among his

flavor.

Mr.

Belfast people
Pasadena.

testify to their delicious

Prescott

writes

that

the

enjoying the winter in

are

The Christmas rush at the Belfast post
was by far the biggest ever known,

office

a

grandparents, Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey
several days last week.

month to make for the lacK of that num-

243 sacks of mail being dispatched in one
day, which taken with nearly as much

coming in made

of the village were Christmas guests of
Mr. and Mrs. J. D. Foss.

Ernest Piper have regift from their

Christmas

W. H. Bickford has employment with
Bussy and White in W. Winterport. He
mounted with head and claws on. It spent Christmas day with Mr. and Mrs.
j
was shot in Twodot last spring,where she
G. A. Hopkins in Monroe.
a
curiand
is
school
was teaching
quite
L. M. Treat recently returned to his
j
osity in Maine.
home after spending several weeks in I
The McCall Co. write, that on account
Chelsea, Mass., where he accompained |
of the printers strike in New York, the the remains of his father, Joseph Treat.
I
December number of McCall’s Magazine
Little Miss Dorothy Nealey of Roxbury,
will not be delivered until about Jan. 1st.
who with her mother is spending
There will be no January number, the Mass.,
the holidays at Mr. and Mrs. S. P.
February number appearing Jan. 20th
in Monroe, visited her paternal
and all subscriptions will be extended one Stevens’

a
box of “Sun-kisst” oranges
from Frank Prescott of Pasadena Calif.
They came in a crate of a dozen neatly

can

a

as

daughter Essie, who is teaching in Montana, a rug made from a coyote skin

re-

ceived

friends who

and Mrs.

ceived

count of New Years.’

ber.

lively time for the

While Mr. and Mrs. E. S. Pitcher are
clerks and carriers. Great credit is
du^ most pleasantly situated in Auburn and
every employee connected with the of-' are unusually busy with their duties of
fice, as no delays occurred and each night
music in the public schools, also

in

Belfast.

work will be the same

as

at his former

was

a

also hours of rest in open air. They also
agree to “keep neat, cheerful, clean-

Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey over Christ-

minded,

mas.

to others.”

received letters
from Mr. and Mrs. William E. K.otman,
who are spending the winter in Pasadena,
Calif., stating that they are delightfully
Belfast friends

situated and have

Isaac Cook of Monroe was

Relatives and

have

seen

many

eastern ac-

■

a

guest of

friends of Mrs. W. N.

York of Monroe regret to hear of her
tinued ill-health.

con-

Mr. and Mrs. Harold Littlefield and
two children of Bangor were recent guests

quaintances in that section. They re- of Mrs. Nellie Stanley.
cently dined with Mr. and Mrs. Louis K.
Joseph Adlington and niece. Miss Laura
Hirsh, who are also there for the season.
Bickford, were guests of Mr. and Mrs. B.
The weather has been beautiful and autoN. Fish on the holiday.
\
ing conditions ideal. They are constantL. A. White and family partook of a
ly taking trips of unusual interest. They
Christmas dinner at the home of L. E.
were fortunate in
securing the same
White in West Winterport.
bungalow they occupied on a former visit.
Miss Louise Libby made a brief visit at
THE Boy Scouts. At a recent meether home here, arriving Christmas eve
ing of the Boy Scouts, a letter was read
and returing the next morning.
from Scout Harry Rumney, formerly of
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Barden and little
this city and a member of the local troop,
but now a resident of Portsmouth, N. H. daughter of South Monroe, were dinner
Young Rumney is the secretary and guests at F. F. Clements, Sunday,
treasurer of the Debating Club of the
High school, president of the junior class

entertainment at the
grange hall at White’s Corner, Christmas

and prominent in all the student circles
in the High School. He has many
friends in Belfast who are pleased with

night,

the advancement he is making. Scout
of this city has been
awarded a Liberty Loan medal by the
government for excellent work in the
selling of Liberty Loan bonds in the last

issue.

There was an

with two

welk filled

Christmas

trees.
Mrs.

Edna

Bickford
duties

as

tFarquail

returned

to

and
their

Miss Laura

respective

teacher and pupil at E. S. N. S.

Castine, Dec. 29th.
and Mrs.

HOME?
avenue

residence

including

bath.

for

Mod-

lights. Stable connected. Best of
for selling. I need the money.

reas«

ons

Yours truly,

Charles

Denico

Sunday

Mrs. Carrie Allen spent last
with friends in Swanville.

Sunday

Grifbes is spending the

holiday

with his sister in

The Grange had

Ewrlenced suite
Also fioiinws
Adequate wages paid to both. Steady
and permanent employment guaranteed.
Apply in person or write to

Boston, Mass.

a

Bell

A find time

Church.

was

and

Pants

BRIDGE ST..

Xmas, tree for the

Grange

children of the

L. DAVIS

_BERT

WANTED

Factory

BELFAST. ME.

TO LET

Freedom

enjoyed by all.

Three

Flye and family, Elbe Flye and
Albra Flye, spent last Sunday in Swanville with their sister, Mrs. Jennie Webb.
Fred

running

Inquire

room

wate

tenement

and electric

v

ith

lignt'.

at 42 Union Street.
tf49

Albra E. Flye spent the past few days
with his mother, Susan J. Flye, returning
to his work in Brighton, Mass., yester-

Caution Notice
i hereby forbid anyone from trusting
wife, Beatrice Cook Morrill, as I
no bills contracted by her after

day.
Seth Banton and

gathering
ter

of

on

Mrs.

brother of

wife

had

a

my

family

shall pay
this date.

Xmas. diy. Parents and sisBanton and mother and

Mr.

Banton, made' up

Belfast, Dec. 24, 1919.
3w52*

the

party.

C. L. MORRILL.

TO LET

Olive Stewart and Hazel Penney clerked for Effie M. Flye during the holiday.
In spite of the high cost of living Miss

A DOWN-STAIRS RENT OF FIVE
rooms after January 1st.
Enquire at
THE JOURNAL OFFICE.

Flye reports the best Xmas, trade since
she has been in business.
Fred Nichols and wife

party

Xmas,

on

Murch and

had

consisting

family,

Julia

a

of

STRAY

family
Myra

Farwell

and

family, Gladys Ward and family
and Eugene Nichols and family.

and

SHEEP

I have five Stray Sheep, which havi
been in my fields and pasture for abou
five weeks. Now have them in my barr
Owner can have them by proving pro!
erty and paying cost.
C. M. GREELEY,
Dec. 1*, 1919—4wo2
Freedom. Mai

Norman Knowlton will speak at FreeChurch
ne,xt Sunday evening-

dom

Special music will be given
is Work.

Mr. Knowlton is

a

Freedom Academy and also
Herbert Harriman of the World’s War.(It is hoped
Bangor, and Mr. and Mrs. B. R. Chandler will greet him.
Mr.

money

Do You Want to Buy

Mrs. Fannie A. Small spent Xmas day
with her mother, Mrs. Susan J. Flye.

1

or

returned

in every way. Hardwood
floors; ceHot and cold water upstairs and down.
Furnace heat; electric

Larby,

Mr. and Mrs. A. G.

spend

I. P.

day.

your

that you

full value

Nealey;

season

Walter Smith and family of Newburg
visited Mr. and Mrs. C. W. Nealey Sun-

chores that relate to care of person, selection of food, use of water, exercises,

receive

is

mented cellar.

with Mrs. Susan J. Flye.

business

This

ern

Ralph Clement is spending his vacation
with his family here.

Winterport.

guaran-

an assurance

FREEDOM.

Lewis

mem-

ber of the Crusaders will be obliged to
keep careful record of a list of eleven

helpful

were

Mrs.

WHITE’S CORNER,

goods.

B.

C. W.

factory and he will pay an increase of 30
He has two floors of
per cent in wages.
75 by 20 feet, well lighted and steam
heated. He has a large stock of goods in
and is cutting this week.

teed

I offer my Waldo
sale. Eight rooms

Jewett and family; Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. and Mrs. G. H. York;
Hon. C M. Conant and family and C. C.
Clements and family.

C.

handle

a

Among those who entertained relatives
friends on Christmas day, in this com-

munity,

Miles S. Jellison has his new factory in
readiness and will open for the manufacture of goods next Monday. He will
The
need 27
experienced stitchers.

Libby is spending the holidays
with relatives in Melrose, Mass.

and to be

or

We

of Monson arrived at the home of her

remain until after New Years.

Pitcher.

Wilson

Each

son

Sleeper of Passiac, N. J., are spending
the holiday vacation with Mr. and Mrs.

Guy Southard of Brewer
visitor in town recently.

crusade teacher.

Mr. and Mrs. W. E. liebard and little

Mrs. James T.

and

Prof,

saders, one among the Junior Alliance
Girls and the other with the Blue Birds.
A contest will be conducted with Mrs.
as

j

parents, Hon. and Mrs. C. M. Conant,
Dec. 20th
After a short stay Mr. Hebteaching
with special work in the churches, they ard went to Holland, Mass., to visit relaare very mindful of friends and interests
tives, but Mrs. Hebard and son will

Health Cru-

Lewis Mendall

LLOYD COMEDY

have

service and wear, we advise you
as after the most successful season

called

;

most popular, but tleementary studies ]
Mrs. Cunningham and Miss Arnold
should not be overload. Two courses will leave Monday morning for
Washingfror
be
selecled
a
most
may
practical I ion in Mrs. Cunningham’s automobile by
list.
way of New York.

we

a

New York Bargain

1

The regular meeting of the Board of
A
Trade will be held on Friday evening.

shown.

im-

The Franklin, Mass., News of Dec
13th in the Woonsocket, Call, R. I has
the following of special interest of Mildred E., daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Wm. found the parcels in the hands of parties
H. Arnold of Belfast:
for whom intended. The office was kept
sociation in Rockland, iupt. E. E. RodMiss Mildred E Arnold, receiving tellopen for convenience of the public extra
erick and Principal Hay A. Foster are er of the Franklin National bank, concluded her duties with that institution hours every day during rush and on
asked to speak at this rating.
this noon and will leave Monday morn- Christmas day.
THE Evening SCIOL.
Final ar- ing for Washington, D. C., with her
notified last
Belfast relatives were
Mrs. Nellie E. Cunningham, where
rangements have been ide for the even- aunt, will
of
of
the
death
Mrs. Lydia
Thursday
they
spend the winter with Mrs.
ing school to be Oped at the High Cunningham’s son, John E. Cunning- Bridgham of Somerville, Mass. She was
school building Jan. h. The courses1 ham.
born in Waldo, but passed much of her
Miss Arnold’s resignation from the
have been outlined anithe schedule will !
younger days in Bangor and Belfast.
bank was the occasion, yesterday afterbe made as soon as :;e registration is II
noon, for the other employes to show She had been a frequent visitor here
completed. A large Buber have already thiir esteem for her in a substantial man- with her sister, Mrs. Mary Twombly.
registered and it isflRected that many | ner, they presenting her a beautiful but- The funeral took place Sunday at her
terfly locket. The affair was an entire late home.
more will join as ao< as the school is
She is survived by a daughsurprise to Miss Arnold, coming as it did
opened. All interegti may call at the I after the bank had closed
for the day, ter, Miss Gladys Ruth Bridgham, the
office of Supt. Koderic in the Memorial and it was some time before she was
able well known playwright, and also by one
|
Building Friday eveng to register and to thank the donors. Refreshments were son, Bert Bridgham of New York.
ask for any inform ith. The courses in , served, and the gathering broke up after
Mrs. Arthur E. Wilson has organized
! Miss Arnold received the best wishes of
Spanish, business aid:tizenship are the her associates.
two branches of the Modern

In the afternoon

new

by a still
alarm Sunday morning for a slight fire at
the residence of Mrs. J. F. Wilson at the
corner of Union and Condon s treets.
Work on the fire alarm system last Monday caused several blasfs of the fire
were

over from one season to another,
positive clearance is assured. We must
spring line which will Be by far the largest and most

low that

so

nothing

to carry

complete

proving.
The firemen

policy

his

At a meeting of the Governor and
ed, for the night school purposes. Twen- Council held Dec.
24tli, Ralph D. Southty-five dollars were contributed for music worth of this
city was appointed treasfor the B. H. S. orchestra. Several inurer of Waldo County to fill the vacancy
surance policies
were renewed
on
the caused by the death of Clifford J. Pattee.
school buildings. It was voted to light Charles R. Coombs
was appointed public
with electricity the first floor of the High
administrator to fill the vacancy also
school building also to improve the lighting caused
by Mr. Pattee’s death.
in the Grammar building. The contract
The Journal is indebted to Goodhue &
was awarded to A. C. Hopkins.
Company for one of the finest office calMrs. Charles Clark of New Portland, endars ever seen. The pad is 16 by 22
who, with her husband and her Drother and it is adorned by a colored picture of
Willard, a student at Tufts Dental school, the “First sermon at Plymouth” of the
have been guests of their parents, Dr. same size. Goodhue & Co. are also givand Mrs. Charles W. Jenneys, gave a ing their customers handsome calendars
dinner last Friday night in honor of the of “Miss Liberty” in colors.

ME.

The ladies of the G. A. will serve a
dinnner at their installatii next Tues! day at 11 30 a. m. All mtbers are re-

ADVERTISEMENTS.

Mr.

on

to the

ev-

etc.

Sincerely yours,

CLARKS CORNER,

High
Edgar L. Harding house

and John

of

our

have reduced prices
also make room for our
If you

Mr. and Mrs. Herbert E. Bucklin have
moved from the Knowlton house, at the
corner

Millinery

we

Percy H Dutch, of the battleship
Birmingham now in Santiago, Calif., for whistle on account of crossed wires.
the winter.
He says the sailor boys are
The Brainard school, Northport, Miss
treated with every courtesy by the resiStella Sellers teacher, had a Christmas
dents of that beautiful city and that he is
party Wednesday afternoon, Dec. 24th.
enjoying auto rides, the orange groves, The school room was decorated with
son,

Georgette Waists, white, pink,
$5 98 to $8.8
salmon and brown,
$4.5
Wash Satin Waists, white, pink,
And if in need of a COAT, SUIT or DRESS, it would be grea
benefit to learn our prices before purchasing elsewhere.

Chaples, both popular

Children’s Coats

In accordance with

office routine work during the school
The W. C. T. U. will meet Friday af- vacation.
Sub-master Harold S. Webb
has been assisting in the City National
ternoon with Mrs. Minnie Coombs.
The engagement of Harry C. Snow and Bank during the holiday rush of business.

an appreciation^

-jj

Skirts

Mrs.

Principal Harry A. Foster has been assisting City Clerk Charles S. Bickford on

Apparel

CARD OF THANKS.

His subject
graduate of
a

soldier of

a

full house

j

Mr. and Mrs. John Hutchins wist
thank all who sympathized with
helped them during their sad here
ment.
Brooks, Maine, Dec. 29, 1919.

.

Brewer ipent the Christmas recess with
the former’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Ira
Miss H. K. Marden was a visitor in Ward.
The Ferry and Marsh schools closed
Bangor Dec. 13th.
Mrs. Jennie Dockham visited friends Friday, Dec. 19th, for a vacation of one
in Bangor and attended the State Grange. week. The Clark school has not reopened since the Thanksgiving recess,
Mr. and Mrs. Arno Bowden of Park because no teacher has been secured.
of
Mr.
and
were recent week-end guests
It sometimes happens that the man
Mrs. James Hainey.
who dotes on a girl finds marriage an
Mrs. F. E. Harding and daughters of anti-dote—Cartoons Magazine.

PROSPECT.

GERMANY UNDONE
BY OWN WEAPON
Sold to

Had

of

Explosive

Making
From

Secret

America
Air.

j

CHINESE WOMEN
STUDY HEALTH
Three

Begin
Campaign Among Women.

in

Eight Months It Con-

COMBINE.

AGENCIES
Y.

American

Built

Active Health

America to

ALL

BIG NITRATE PLANT RESULTS.

From

Return

Doctors

%

A.

W. C.

Will

Support

Women’s Part of Chinese Health

Campaign

vinces Kaiser of His Defeat.

as

Part of

World

Service Program.

By GARRET SMITH.
As

Ono< of the most romantic passages
In the secret history of the World War
Is the story of how the Ordnance Department of the United States Army
made it possible for America, until

you are iu extreme danger.
If that cough goes to your

lungs,—What Then ?

Kemp’sBalsam

when she did.

might have prevented this

secured from GerIt was an open busi-

was

many herself.
ness
transaction

between

result of the Y. YV. C. A. Inter-

Conference of Women Physicians, held during September and October, Chinese women are to have a
far-reaching health program.
Dr. Ida Kahn, Dr. Li Bi-Cu and Dr.
Dau, three of China’s half hundred
women physicians, who attended this

N

ONCE IN YOUR LIFE

utterly lacking in ammunition
and in facilities for making it, to manufacture unlimited quantities of powerful explosives out of air and rock.
It was largely the knowledge of this
fact that forced Germany to surrender
then

The secret

a

national

COLDS

business

AND

THE

STOP THAT COUGH NOW
with

THROAT

whereby we apparently acquired
nothing more military than a process
for making a high grade fertilizer
known as cyanamid.
Frank Sherman Washburn, head of
the group of business men who bought
this process, conceived the germ of
the idea in the early nineties while in
South America as consulting engineer
in connection with the production and
shipping of Chilean nitrate of soda.
Nitrogen compounds are an essential

men,

«t twnwn » rujio on.

EXPERTLY
Turkish

KEMP’S BALSAM
Guaranteed-

^

was

diminishing.

tobaccos in

a

success

HIR

the

in China.

ment

The

funds

establishing

these

lectures for the women, for babies' dispensaries and for a general educa-

more—

tional campaign, will be raised ay the
Y. YV C, A. as part of its

Produce more—
Save more—

carbide, produced by burning ordinary
limestone in big rotary kilns and combining it in the electric furnace with
carbon supplied in the form of ordinary coke.

American

program of world service for women
and girls in 1920.
Dr. Ida Kahn, In a recent appeal to

i

modern Chinese

Cyanamid

thus produced contains
the elements of ammonium nitrate, one
of the most powerful of modern explosives. By one process ammonia is extracted from tiie cyanamid.
By another process nitric acid is extracted
from another batch of this same syanamid. Then tiie ammonia and nitric
acid are combined and there you have
ammonium nitrate ready for packing
Into shells with TNT.
There are three kinds of explosives
used for bursting shells in modern
warfare—TNT, picric acid ami ammonium nitrate.
The United States was
equally deficient in raw materials and
plants for manufacturing all three of
these' explosives.
Under tiie best of
conditions tiie cost of either TNT or
nitric acid Is about two and one-half
the cost of ammonium nitrate.
But
the United Slates was wholly dependent upon Chilean nitrate of soda as a
raw material for ammonium nitrate,
with tiie exception of a small production of nitrogen from the coking of
coal.
The Chilean supply was 4,500
miles away from New York City by
way of tiie Panama Canal, and the
route by way of the Straits of Magellan is nearly twice ns long.

we

can’t continue

increasing

our

production unless we continue increasing
our railroad facilities.
The farms, mines and factories cannot
increase their output beyond the capacity
tff the railroads to haul their products.

dances.
“Let

ship of
son

are now near

the

peak of their

Without railroad expansion—more
more cars,

minals—there

tracks,

more

more

en-

ter-

be little increase in

can

production.
But this country of

is going to
keep right on growing—and the railroads
must grow with it.
ours

To command in the investment markets
the flow of new capital to expand railroad
facilities—and so increase production
there must be public confidence in the
future earning power of railroads.

Record Building Operation.
Shortly after the war began in Europe the German government entered
into the fixation of air nitrogen for

—

military explosives on a vast scale. It
not, however, until tiie fall of 1917

was

that tiie United States government
took it up.
The Ordnance Department asked Mr.
astiburn's company to organize a

The nation’s business can ^row only
fast as the railroads grow.

subsidiary corporation, known
Air

us

rally

our

state to

cannot

forces and help the
One persafely

move

accomplish much,

but

one

hundred millions of women can
work wonders.
Let us go buck to a
more Spartan-like simplicity of living
and let us build up social service until
every city in China is sanitary, every
section of the town has its proper
schools, and every child, whether boy
or girl, is sent to such schools.
True
social service brings democracy in its
train, and we who are citizens of a
new republic can help to make It truly
great by preaching and living democracy all the time.
YY'hy not learn to
do our household duties, deeming it
effeminate to be waited upon by maids
aufj glave girls all the time?
“The status of women in China,
while leaving much to be desired, still
Is quite hopeful when we consider
that she is just emerging Into the sisterhood of the nations. Our men can
depend upon us to bear the burdens of
the day, for nowhere Is there a more
industrious, diligent and persevering
womanhood than in China."
Dr. Kahn Is lecturing in this country on the needs of her fellow country
women, In the interests of the Y. W.
C. A. Educational Campaign which
plans to acquaint people with all
phases of Y. W. C. A. work In the
United States, South America, China.
Japan, India and Europe. This educational campaign will be followed by
an active effort to raise the $3,000,000
needed for service for women throughout the world.

carrying capacity.

A

said, “Let our

In

or two

Railroads

gines,

women

education

of

Peking and
elsewhere gather themselves together
to work for the schools, Red Cross and
Y. YV. C. A., and everything else which
bespeaks the betterment of the country, instead of staying at home to play
poker and 'sparrow,' and going out to
attend endless diuners, tea parties und
women

But

as

Sto advertisement is published by the

dmsociatipriof'Slaiiuxuj cSxecutivedb

STATE

STATE OF MAINE

Unpaid taxesigcr, lands situated

FINANCIAL

ABILITY.

They Carried Y. W. C. A. Campaign
"Over the Top."
Much has been said about the hon-

esty and skill of the Chinese business
man. The world has neglected to mention the financial ability of Chinese
women.
They proved this ability in
the last financial campaign of the Y

Ition

Collector’s Notice of Sale Of Lands of Non-Resident Oiners
STATE
r

Unpaid taxes

on

OF

MAINE
Monroe,

lands siiuated in the town of

in

the County of Waldo for the

year 1919.
The following list of taxes on reel estate of ron-reeident owners in the town of
Monroe,
aforesaid, for the year 1919. committed to me ’or collection for said town on the 7th day of
June, 1919, rinBin unpaid; aro notice is her.ty given that if said taxeB with interest and
charges Bre not nieviously paid, so much of the real eBtate taxed as is sufficient to pBy the
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
public auction at selectmeu’6 effice in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1820, at nine

o’clock,

a. m.

Name of Owner
Lot
Description of Property
Edward E. Wood.Land Bnd buildings.22
Lila A. Shaw.Land and buildingB bounded as follows: North and east by Frank
LePage’s; west by Sarah Pattee;
south bv county road from Uonto Brooks.81
heirs.Land and house bounded as follows: North by land of F. W.
Wingate; east by land of Laura
roe

Ezra Ganson

LOOK FOR
THE RED BALL
TRADE MARK

Bicker

road;
gate

heirB;

west

south

by land

of

Gore

40

Value
Tax
$200 $11.90

126

10,000

4.26

-W. C. A. in Tientsin.
Ordinarily three weeks are allowed
in which to raise the budget by sub
scrlption after the finance committee
has decided upon the sum necessary
to carry oh the work of the coming
year. The Tientsin campaign was carried on entirely by Chinese women and
broke till records by going over the
top in tfm ( ays with a large surplus

10.000

1-2

26

.86

Stimp8on....Land

Why?

gscfiamssR
by
been used for 60 years

people all

10,000

3-4

76

2.66

17.00
79
600
Rockwell....69-70-71 C
FRANK A, LITTLEFIELD,
Collector of Taxes of tha Towp of lloaroa
Dec. 18th, 1919—8w61|

over

the globe.

BEECHAM'S
■

N. C.

The LargestSale of
|
I Wb Any Medicine in
B™»W the World.

Sold mrrwhtra,

hboM,10t.U«,

MAINE

OF

in the town of

Islesboro, iu the County of Waldo, for the year

The follow Kg list of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Islesboro
aforesaid, foP thJ year 1919, committed to me for collection for said town on the tenth day of
for the year 1919.
interest and
1919 renmn unpaid; and notice is hereby g ven that if said taxes wit
The following list of taxes on real estate of July,
are not jreviously paid, so much of the real esta e taxed as is sufficient to pay the
resident owners in the town of Stockton Springs j charges
amount due therefor, including interest and charges, will be sold without further notice at
for the year 19 9 committed to me for collecauction at Town Hall in said town, on the first Monday in February, 1920, at 9 o’clock
tion for said town on the 7th day of June, 1919, j publii
a. m :
remain unpaid, and notice is hereby given that
j
Tax Due
Name of Owner
Description of Property
if said taxes, interest and charges are not
previously paid, so much of said real estate Boggs, Clara J.Land bounded on the north by land of heirs of Elizabeth
F.
Sprague; east by town road; south by land of J.
taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due j
$1.06
Crowley; west by land of J, F. Crowlev
therefor, including inteiest and charges, will |
.53
be sold at public auction at Hichborn Hall in | Chandler, Prank..A lot of land at Naples, it being lot No. Ill.
1.06
Nos
48.
45, 46, 47,
said town on the first Monday of February, i Cushing, Sarah j.4 lots at Naples, Range 8 being
lot
of
land
and
thereon
at
Hewes
conE.A
Point,
cottage
Cay ting, Chafles
1920, at nine o’clock a. m.:
8.40
sisting of lots numbered 46. 47. 48.
Lot No. 37 of Creamer
Bowden, Ida M.
A..Land bounded on the north by land of Edith Wyman;
Farnsworth,„Myan
Book
Plan;
1, Page 11, as tec. rded in Waleast by town road; south by land of Frank Ladd; west
do Registry of Deeds.
4.20
by center line.
Amount of taxes due, 90c
Gleason, liarrf L.A lot of land at Hewes Point, it being lot No. 6. This
Grant, Walter. Land bounded north and east |
lot is known as the Bluff lot and was formerly owned
.63
by land of Howard Littlefield; south by land
by Ellen Flagg, deceased
.53
of Joseph Staples.
Gorham, or own^s unknown... A lot of land..
Amount of taxes due, $8 04
on
land
of
R
bounded
the
north
Wm.
Eva
D.Land
Coombs;
by
Garland,
east by E Penobscot bay; south by land of Wm. R.
Grant, Carl W. Lar d bounded north by
j
1,05
Coombs; west by land of Wm. R (. combs.
way; east by F, R Daggett heirs; south and i
Land
bounded on the north by land of Islesboro Land &
Hamilton,
west by Lizzie J. Curt's
Ralph
Impro ement Co.; east by town road; south by land of
Amount of ax due, $2.10
1.06
Merrill R. Coomba. ...
Hodgkins, Chester A., heirs. Land bounded Houston ami Otisr.eirs.Land bounded on th*» north by land of Amariah Trimm;
north by land of F. S. Harriman; east by
east by land of Walter A. Coombs; south by land of
Lillia8 S. Emery; south by A. C
Treat; i
1.05
Cassie M. Beckett;'west by center line,.
west by B. I Cp. Amount of tax due, $33.72
bounded on the north by land of Adelaide L. RobArthur
W*...Land
Joy.
McLaughlin, George, Lots No. 68 and 69 of
inson; east by town road; south and weBt by land of T.
Treat Plsn; Book 1, Page 6.
2.10
W. Burr
Amount of tax due, $1.80 Pressey, C. D,.,,.. ..Land bounded on the north 5y land of Barbour &
Nelson, Edward S, Land bounded north by i
Creamer; east by Ryder’s Cove; south by land of Geo,
5.75
Main St; east by Lillias S. Emery; south and
Davenport; west by town road.
.53
west by Rose B. Snow.
F.
lot of land at Naples, it being No. 102 in Range 4.
Gee
..A
Pingree,
Amount of tax due, $1 20 Young, Helen M. .Land bounded on north by land of Amanda C, Gowen;
of
Mrs.
Ireland
east by E. Penobscot bay; south by
Searls, Thomas, Trustee. Land bounded north
.53
land; wtst by land of Wm. K. Coombs and J. R. Haynes.
south
Main I
by Robert Hichborn

j

j

j

.-

high-

j

heirs;
by
street; west by Herbert Clifford et als.
Amount of tax due, $33 96
Stowers, Henry S. Lot bounded north by For
est H. Berry; east by H R Hichborn; pouth
by Maria A. Treat; west by Jennie C. Marden.
Amount of tax due, $1 05
S. B. MERRITHEW,
Collector of Taxes of the town of
3w51
Stockton Springs

!

FLORIDA
Including all

Expenses

PARTIES leaving Boston Jan. 26th,
Feb. 16th and March 1st, visiting all
places of greatest interest, such as St.
Petersburg, Tampa, delightful sail across
the Gulf to Key West, oversea railroad
to Miami, touring the East Coast by automobile, Palm Beach, Daytona, St. Augustine, etc.; traveling by day time, stopping nights at hotels; all Pullman parlor
cars, good hotels, all meals included and
arranged for in advance; delightful four
weeks’ trip through the Sunshine State
at moderate rate; ask for booklet and
literature giving full particulars. ORRIN
J. DICKEY, Belfast, Me.
2w52

Collector’s Notice of Sale

!

!

Unpaid taxes

on

STATE OF MAINE
laid8 situated in the City of Belfast, in the County of Waldo, for the year

1919.

The following jst of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the City of Belfast,
tor the year 19i9, ornmitted to me tor collection for said city, on the thirtieth day of July,
1919, remain uopaic; and notice is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges, are ^
not previously paid no much of the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due
therefor, including ntereat and charges, will be sold at public auction at the office of the City
Clerk, in the Memorial Building in said city, on the first Monday of February, 1920, at nine
o’clock, a. m.:
Div. Lot Acres Tax
Owners
Description of Property
of Congress and BradN. by Bradbury street;
S.
by city of Belfast and W.
E. by Bradman;
39
1*4 $6.80
1
street.
by Congress
Emory F. White...Lot and cottage on shore front, off Searsport
Geo.
E
S.
N.
White;
by
by
avenue; bounded
1-5 23.8023
1
ahore of bay and W. by Geo. E White.
Emma F. Whitten htirs..Land being southeast corner of lot 26 in Div. 2.
E.
Lottie
Staples;
Bounded N. by
Crosby;
by
S by lot owned by city of Belfast and west
6
3.40
26
by shore. 2
Bridges, Sarah F....Land and tenement on northwest corner of
Court and Miller Sts, Bounded N. by Universalist church lot and Spring street; E. by
Court street; S. by Miller street and W. by
55,10
C. E. White and B, O. Norton....,.
EDMUND WILSON,
Collector of Taxes for City of Belfsst
Belfast, Me,, Dec 17, 1919—3w5l

Lily

A. Baker

.Lot

corner

COLLECTOR’S NOTICE OF SALE
taxes

on

land situated in the town of Prospect, in the County of Waldo, for the year

1919.

KM1Q1Q5

Dissolve easily cn tongue—as I
pleasant to take as candy. Keep d
your stomach sweet, try Ki-moids f
MADE BY SCOTT & BOWNE
OF SCOTT'S EMULSION

southeast

Ha: of taxes on real estate of non-resident owners in the town of Prospect
conmitted to me for collection for said town on the 12th day of May, 1919,
for
remain unpaid; and HitjCe is hereby given that if said taxes, interest and charges are not pretherefor,
viously paid, so muchof the real estate taxed as is sufficient to pay the amount due No.
3,(soincluding interest anr chirges, will be soldjat public auction at Town House in Dist.
town meeting
called) in said town, (the same being the place where the last preceding annual
a.
at
9
o’clock
m.
of said town was aeidi on the first Monday of February, 1920,
Tax cn Real
No. of
Description of
Name of
Estate.
Acres. Value.
Real Estate.
Owners.
John B. Cookson-North by land of B & A. R. R.; east by land
of B. & A, R. R; south by land of B. & A.
1
$ 10.00
R. R.; West by land of B, & A. R. R.
25 00
$ 1.16
One barn $25
The following
the year 1919.

When acid-distressed, relieve the
indigestion with

MAKERS

on

bury street; bounded

Unpaid

Help Your Digestion

L. N. GILKEY,
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Islesboro

Dec. 18, 19If- 'iv5J

I

DELIGHTFUL TRIP i

jI

Mrs. E.

J.

by land of L. H. Bowley; east by river;
south by land of F. Ginn; west by town road
One house $100.

;Huutley..North

Silver Water Co

Dr.ffl. G. Stephenson
DENTIST
MASONIC 1EMPLE

Proof is positive when founded

by county
F. W. Win-

...

and buildingB bounded as follows: North by F. W. Wingate;
east by county road; south by F.
E. Sargent; weBt by F. E. Sargent.60
Walter Nelson.Land and buildings, Cyrns Chase
plan, bounded as follows: North
by land of Bert Smith and Joseph
Baker's heirs; east by land of Hiram Ide; south by land of Ansel
Henson’s; west by land of B. F.
Cleveland

Bangs No. of A.

enjoyment

1919,

taxes on land situated in the town of
Stockton Springs, in the County of Waldo,

CHINESE WOMEN HAVE

desiring information concerning the railroad situation may obtain literature by writing to the Association of Railway Executives. 61 Broadway. New York.

rare

they provide.

TOBACCO COMPANY, Winiton-Solem,

&

Those

and the

Collectors Notice of Sale of Lands of Non-Resident Owners

Collector’s Notice of Sale
Unpaid

for

health centers, for demonstrations ol
how to care for babies, for health

Work

quality

IDA KAHN URGES CHINESE
WOMEN TO WORK.

conference, are to take an active part
In promoting this health program for
women which will be the share of “the
Y. W. C. A. in the big health move-

A vast amount of work now remains to be done which tin
intervention of war has necessarily delayed and accumulated, and the result is that
very large capital
expenditures ought to be made to make up for the interruptions inevitably due to the war, and to prepare the railroads to serve adequately the increased traffic throughout
the country.
WALKER D. HINES.
Dlrttier Gtmarml of Rmilrmmdt•

distilled in much the
alcohol Is separated
from wafer. But before this nitrogen
can be used as a fertilizer it must be
combined with a chemical combination
of lime and carbon known as calcium

a

becaus#

in the world at any price.
Then,
best
realize
their
you’ll
superior

out to the

R. J. REYNOLDS

as

Ijphootinl Right

own satisfaction
you must
Camels
with
compare
any cigarette

brings
limi| the
refreshing flavor and delightful kr.el-

Weapon.

H nreartns $ Ammunition

with smokers

blend

Germany,

as the
Nitrates Corporation, with Mr.
Washburn as president, to act as
agent of the government for the construction and operation of the air nitrates plant at Muscle Shoals, AlaThis corporation provided the
bama.
designs, erected the equipment in the
chemical plants and supervised all the
other work.
It also operated the
camp, tiie town and the plant. Other
work is sublet to several of the best
known organizations in the United
Slates.
Westinghouse Church Kerr
Company built the plant buildings, the
camp, the permanent city and utilities.
Tin* .T. G. White Engineering
Corporadesigned and built the nitrate
acid plant.
The M. W. Kellogg Company furnished the piping and built
the chimneys.
On February 1(3, 1918,
ground was broken, and eight months
und eight days later the
$60,000,066
Muscle Shoals plant began
producing
ammonium nitrate.
In that brief period 23,000 men bad completed the
plant and around it, where not a
l ouse stood U>fore, had arisen a
city
of 25,000 inhabitants.
1 his plant when in full
operation
"as ready to provide 13
per cent of all
explosives to be used by all the allies
“i:
ill the allied fronts
during the ext>< < ted spring drive of 1919.

For your

Camels win instant and permfrsnt

tlie nitrogen is
manner

simply a revelation! You may
smoke them without tiring your taste!
are

unpleasant cigaretty afterts
unpleasant cigaretty odor.

By this process air, which is a mixture of about four-fifths nitrogen gas
and one-fifth oxygen, is placed in containers and subjected to pressure and
cold until it turns to a liquid. Then
same

low-mildness of the tobaccos yet retaining the desirable “body.” Camels

Dofitstic
Camel cigarettes

nate bite and free them fror

which had been taking about onethird of the Chilean nitrates, was already experimenting with processes
for their artificial production. In 1907
Mr. Washburn secured in Germany
the American rights of the cyanamid
process which had been invented in
that country.

Turning Air Into

blended Gh>ice

and choice

A

part of all commercial fertilizers. The
only available natural nitrate deposits
in large quantities are in Chile. This

supply

cigarette satisfaction—and, my, how
you co get it in every puff of Camels!
is

,

illness and expense.

ROOM 3

Telephone 223-3

If .00
100.00

3.63

Nrrth by

land of J. Pooler; east by town road;
south by land of F. J, Clowe; west by land
>f W. D, Harriraan..

28
.140.00
11.22
200.00
House $150; barn $50.
Charles Hendric'n.9- ..N>rth by town road; east by land of. J. West;
land
of
west
land
of
*outh by
by
J, West;
■
2
A West
20.00
25.00
House $25.
1,49
WILLIAM S. KILLM AN.
1919.
Prospect, December
Collector of Taxes of the Town of Prospect for the year 1919.

_4-

Alber

U. S. Government Warns Farmers About
Disease Caused by Rats.
They carry Bubonic plague, fatal to
human beings.
They carry foot and
mouth disease, which is fatal to stock.
They kill chickens, eat grain, cause destruction to property. If you have rats
RAT-SNAP will kill them. Cremates
rats after killing them—leaves no smell.
Comes in hakes, ready for use. Three
sizes, 25c, 50c, SI.00. Sold and guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co., Hall-Ellis
Co., and City Drug Store.

14

ndrews
berlands
,RM

Wanted
Second Hand Kitchen

AGENCY

LOWS’ BLOCK
12

tf30

Drop postal,

ColoDial

TE;

Building
27tf
6-3

will call.

Square.

Address

P. O. Box 182 Belfast, Maine.

othrop
T

Move.

Also Used Art

LOST
!'*

Swanville and Belfast, new
feather pillow. Finder please notify E.
A. MATTHEWS, Union, Maine, and re2w52
ceive reward.
Between

DIDN’T STAND TEST
Criticism of

Reader’s Caustic

Modern Heroine.
They Lack the “Homey” Qualities of
the Characters in the Pages of
Dickens, is One Thing He
Has

Noticed.

juat tearing, biting at tbe
The Central Maine Power Plant , higler! Not
eoffrdam, but swirling triumphant over
at

I

Skowhegan.

(Continued from last week)
The station will contain five generating
units of the moat modern type and each
one of them will generate iqore power
than all the power developments now in
operation at Skowhegan.
Present engineering plans call for the
complete installation of at least one of
these generating units by next summer
and the other four will be added as soon
as is
possible. They will be classed as
the largest waterwheel assemblies in

it *>r two whole days while the men
stoid by and watched. And when the
r,vr exhausted itself and gave up—the
coferdam still stood! JNow it is practical completed and it is doubtful if the
mo;t extraordinary efforts of the river
ca1 tear it asunder.

K

f

f
I

i
f

Maine.
Port or Pedbury picked up the gayl,, tom.
Five vertical waterwheels, set in constill another problem the engineers are
ly bound novel that lay on his patient's
excrete foundations, with heavy shafts
is that of doing the entire SkowfE:ing
counterpane.
80
tending up to the powerhouse floor,
construction job without interfer"Well, Hosea,” he Inquired, “how’s feet above water level, will be connected h.gan
es in the slightest with the present
the light literature prescription workEach of these water- 0crating conditions of the other
to the generators.
power
tons
20
over
ing? Good story? Mighty pretty girl wheel assemblies will weigh
in Skowhegan.
They cannot
unit gitions
on
the cover, anyhow."
and the weight of each generating
c ntrol the headwaters to their own conThe revolvAin't read It and ain’t a-going to,” ! will be more than 400 tons.
vnienco for the construction work withunits alone will weigh f t impairing the
declared Hosea aggressively. “Girl’s ing parts of the
efficiency of the present
! more than 80 tons each.
wer stations using the water.
pretty enough, but no three hundred
be a com- j
The powerhouse itself will
The
immediate effect of the Skowhegan
of a design
pages of her doin's for me. She don’t
bined brick and steel structure
and ,-velopment will be to save the Central
stand the test. They don’t any of 'em.
that will make it an object of beauty
faine Power Company a very appreciThe building will
Cover or frontispiece; there's only two
pride to Skowhegan
able part of its steam outlay which
with
a
feet
long,
250
wide
and
be 40 feet
sorts of ’em, and 1 don’t like either. I
mounted to about $92,000 in the past
room
switching
equipped
big, modernly
ain’t pertick'ler whether they're tall
in addition to doubling its power
A huge traveling ear,
! occupying one end.
or short, skinny or dfmply, gypsylsh
enerating capacity. The future imporelectric crane with a 40 ton capacity will ance to the
or light complected : bur 1 do want 'em
company, its stockholders,
be installed in the room over the gener- be State—cannot be estimated.
a nice, likable-lookin' sort of humans—
ating units for lifting parts of them for The Skowhegan work now being done
and they ain’t.
You put ’em to the repairs.
s costing in the neighborhood of (750,000
When one powerhouse is completed and md
button test, and It downs ’em."
will be financed by the sale of the
is
units
out
turning
of
the
one
big
at least
What’s that?”
“The button test?
ompany’s seven percent preferred stock
power, the engineers will turn their ef- which is
asked Doctor Pedbury.
being oifered at the present
forts to the building of two new dams,
“Oh. I s'pose there’s others,” admlt500 feet long time at (107.50 per share. Hundreds of
one in the north
chan^t
the company’s customers are also stockted Hosea, “but that’s the easiest: jest
and one in the south chQiiel 200 feet in
a’pose a feller wants a button sewed on length. These dams will be of massive holders and share in the profits earnrd by
—wants It right off.
Well, he hangs concrete construction and equipped with its developments.
The Central Maine Power Company is
his coat on his arm and goes to one specially designed gates and regulating
a concern owned and managed by Maine
of those girls.
‘Gwendolen Gertrude,’
apparatus to control the flood flows of
the natural power rethe river to give maximum protection to men, developing
says he, ‘I want to wear this coat,
sources of Maine to be used by Maine
the surrounding territory at flood times.
there’s a button off Can you fix it?’
and
industries
and for the benefit
people
They will also have log sluices so the of Maine investors.
Well—” Hosea displayed the Imperial
The company’s
of logs may come down the
thousands
beauty on the book cover—“jest look river without interference and without money is tied into the soil of Maine in
You know what she says
the shape of dams, power houses, transter.
at her
damage to the dams.
mission lines, etc., and every develop'Base slave, bewith, tit me toll in’ ye.
There is something stirring tor the
r‘Minion, avaunt 1’or‘Imperti- spectator watching this little army o( ment is a boost upward industri 'lly for
gent
nent Rube, go ask your grandmother!’
Imagint Maine.
men in their battle with nature.
nr some lit!
thing of that sort. That’s these pygmies daring to say to the rive.'
“We want a piece of lan 1 you are
a .->,1 hie.
that’s the way GwenWEST MONTVIl.LE
the
flowing
■

over

dolen Gertrude looks.
meres

!»*»s

to

ner—cmn

rip,

*ck, ey*s shut; handsome crittut gosh! who’d want to ask a
■f
.*n? -’less by telephone, so’s
id drop ihe receiver quick before
n answer.
Well, that’s some
id*-, of a lovely heroine, I s’pose

he
ters

—hut it ain’t mine.
other kind ain’t so dangerous
hikin’ hut she ain’t much more use.
Je>t fmolous
Horsy or kitteny, o^e
or t’other.
‘Elsie Maree, here’s a hutton wants sewin': s’pose you could do
it?’
Eisj,- Maree. she laughs pretty
<1 o\vs ni> e teeth and says, pleasan
ant. 'Why. vcs, of course’; only she’s
>
mgemonts lip to the middle of
got
no
i-k. and. anyways, the buttons
slm -ws ain’t warranted to stay on
n hour or so; so maybe, after
’•
could ho as well to ask someall.
Well, that’s Elsie Maree;
body '-Ish.
"he ain’t my notion of a lovely
heroin*-. either.
“11*
Im-s were different when I was
now;

they

and you must

move

off!”

Imagin

pushing these rushing, angry waters bac
and back from the land these men wai
to use! Driving the dashing stream inc
by inch from its own bed with the
pygmy elTorts—and holding it there!
Fearless men riding on the tumultuoi>
breast of the very waters they are def
ing, the while they build part of the cofl r
dam from rafts! They fear not the wi
ers themselves, nor the cold of wintr
nature calls in to aid her in this figit
against man. The waters may gatler
themselves together, the rain may co e
to aid in making the flood—but the bra s
of the engineers have outwitted natu: s
brute force—and the cotter dam holds'
The Kennebec is a stream of moods io
man can tell what the eccentric strum
Floods are not he
may do at any time.
product of any given season—they ie
the result of combined climatic nd
It is is
weather conditions up river
uncertainty that makes the fight vih
the stream so thrilling and spactacula
A short time ago, when the coffer m
a
was in the making, the Kennebec ma
desperate attempt to wrest back the >rt
ad
of its bed the presumptous pygmies
A heavy rair. on fi en
taken from it.
ground for miles up the stream sufttc to
make a flood.

Mrs. Orett F. Robinson is visiting her
parents in Thomaston.

Harry Hamlin of Winslow has moved
into the Garside house.

:

a’■

d

do

»\*:

Cleve

K.

Oliver has

purchased

Leon Wiggin has purchased a horse of
Florence Wentworth of So. Free-

Mrs.

dom.
Miss Emma Jackson is at home from
Freedom Academy for the Christmas
cation.

va-

Dickey

Campbell, the trained nurse who
has been caring for Mrs. Laura
Dickey,
has returned to Belfast.
The members of the I. O. O. F.
lodge
enjoyed a clam stew Monday evening,
Dec. 22, and conferred the third degree.
Mrs. Laura Dickey passed
away at the
home of E. C. Dickey Dec. 18th. Mrs.
Dickey was a great sufferer. Everything
that loving bands could do was done to
prolong her life.
Mrs. Dickey made
many friends in this town who mourn
with her husband and other relatives in
their loss.
A

Breeds 6

Rat

Averaging

at

us

is

no

reader.—Exchange.
Just So.
nt

do tlie.v mean by wealth un-

'te's

no

such tiling any more.
to make an income tax
Louisville Courier-Jour

•idy has
’■nt.”

—

Bowen

Tells How Rats Almost
Burned Her House Down.

months I never went in our
tearing a rat. One night in bed I
lire. Sure enough the rat had
11
hiding at the matches. It I hadn’t
promptly my house would have
horned. Later we found the dead
BAT-SNAP killed it. It’s great
three sizes, 25c, 50c, 11.00. Sold
ranteed by A. A. Howes & Co.,
i-llis Co., and City Drug Store.
wo

•'

‘hi embers!

c<>Ja

Did

you ever

hear of

embers?”

Sure—November

artoons Magazine.

and

December!”—

Young

to

a

Year

a

c

*-%

Of Jv

ga50,i"0

■

^.th high a„aliu

Litter.

,he

UtlZZ""

•

S5H=ip-S=S;--:«pSS£Cder
P^aPU>
ScoSyt'W

Remember this, act as soon as you see
the first rat. Get a pkg. of RAT-SNAP.
It s a sur.' rat and mice
destroyer. It’s
convenient, comes in cake form, no mixing. Mummifies rat after killing—leaves
no smell.
Cats or dogs won’t touch it.
Three sizes, 25c, 50c, $1.00. Sold and
guaranteed by A. A. Howes & Co., HallEllis Co., and City Drug Store.

°
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COLD ON CHEST
AND SORE THROAT
ENDED OVERNIGHT

', Saso]ine

3

STANDARD OIL CO.

You Get Action with Mustartne_K
Drives Out Pain in Half the Time
it Takes other Remedies—It’s
the Quickest Pain Killer
on Earth.

•,

■" WU fief bio

OF NEW YORF

coughing almost instantly:
and chest

ends

throat

colds over night
neuralgia, lumbago'
speedily drive away rheuto,
matic pains and reduce swollen
Joints
Mustarine Is the original noD-blistertnr
prescription that takes the place but
>
ns efficient as
grandmother’s oldfash nued mustard
plaster
Use
it

Nothing

like

it

for

S

if

f?iffinSnecktra^nb™lsee’ «*£
*

fd '&iai^'

Be& sure

W. D. bowler has returned home

chusetts.
Mr. and Mrs. B. F. Lamb have closed
their summer home

here and gone to
their Portland residence for the winter.

of

grinned gleefully

10 Times

to

Ten

taSSS™"-

visit of several weeks in Massa-

48,000^
Sell
Drag
It

Stores

Five million people
use it to KILL COLDS

PROBATE NOTICES

HILL’S

QUININE

CASCAKA

Standard role! remedy for 20 years
—!n tablet form—safe, sure, no
oniates—breaks up a cold in 24
-X'hours—relirver. rr;p in 3 days
I,*oney back if it fails. The

*v

.--nine

/o.

W

b'-v

hes

a

R d

At At! Dan Star,.

MAINE CENTRAL RAILROAD
AN’t)

BELFAST

BURNHAM

BRANCH

On and after July 1, 1919, trains connecting at Burnham and Waterville with
through trains for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and Boston, will run
daily, except Sunday, as follows:
FROM BELFAST
a.m.

Belfast, depart,
Citypoint,

Waldo,
Brooks,
Knox,

Thorndike,
Unity,
Winnecook,
Burnham, arrive,
Bangor,

Clinton,
Fairfield,
Waterville,
Portland,
Boston, p. m.,

p.m.

6.45

1.10

t6.50
t7.01

11.15
fl.26

7.14

1.42

t7.29

fl.57

7.36
7.45

2.10
2.20

-17.57

|2.22

8.05
12.40
8.29
c8.39
8.45
11.45
3.30

2.40
5.40
5.17
3.21
3.33
5.55
9.20 a.m.

TO BELFAST
a.m.

a.m.

2.45

Boston,

9.00
p.m.

7.15

12.40

7.00
6.40
7.06
7.17
8.40

10.30
12.40
10.48
10.58
11.15

3.30
1.45

t3.47

t8.50

tU-25

14.25

9.07
9.25

12.00
12.30

4.35
4.44

t9.32

fl2.45

t4.51

9.45

1.42

5.05

t9.55
1T0.05

tl.56
12.15

t5.15
f5.25

10.10

2.25

5.35

Portland,
a.m.

Waterville,
Bangor,

Fairfield,
Clinton,
Burnham, leave,
Winnecook,
Unity,

Thorndike,
Knox,

Brooks,
Waldo,
Citypoint.

1

ho

“d «*

_

in t

■enieiiihered even in our rage that
were ladles within hearing disWe came up smiling out of the
hut we sincerely hope the young
"in In the pink gown and the
big

MM

Quigg.

j Mrs.
! from a

Dont get sick

1

and wife.

Miss

Thomas Thompson has engaged to work
in the woods for the winter for Cooper &

■

Tournament Golf.
It make you mad if you
a d in a
golf tournament and
'"ted out shooting the little old
the line, better than you
'i and finished
the first nine
he eavest score you had ever
a;-d a little on the second
had a chance to make a
He
showing, and then on the
H'—o led,
in the presence of an
dr ug throng of friends
you pro1 to ;.ur the pill into the ditch
Buies and take eleven strokes
five dmuld have been plenty?
"idn’t It make you mad?
'lie only consolation we know
■f 'hat horrible
catastrophe is that

E. C.

the

1

Joys

Mrs. Lula White and Miss Doris
Knight
visiting friends and relatives in Massachusetts.

are

Plummer farm of U. S. Mitchell.

Ralph Clement and family have moved
besides bein’
to Freedom village for the winter.
Mr.
h
and
picters looked it.
itth Dot
im n with the baby,
Now the very nature of the rive, bed Clement has been appointed lineman of
R mh gk that trade the beef- at Skowhegan renders a flood there ire the Farmers’ Telephone system
P'lldin’—shov’d ha’ stood the dangerous to the efforts of man th at
almost any other point, for just I ow
bulmn t* si all right.
LIBEKTY.
town the higli rock banks n row
b in
d'* unr?
Say. reach me that the
The engineers
and
very perceptibly.
seed < ufabigiie off the table fust,
of
with their measurements that a r
L. F. Hurd was a business visitor in
ye; ;i(1 d, say. if ye would stop I
one foot above the dam, means a Ise of
Belfast recently.
to ibo library ns ye pass and ask T’.ill i
two feet below it, where the coffer a is
IT:
os for a copy of Nicholas NiekleMr. Marlton Knowlton was a business
| constructed. The rushing water moot
1
im
such had prior ma won’t i crowd through the narrowing we s be- caller in Belfast recently.
by
let me
<\ it in bed—and bring it low the town and so sets back.
Miss Verna Simmons is home from
So when the word came from u, river
along m v visit. I’d appreciate it a lot.
that a flood was in the making, i.e en- Bucksport Seminary to pass the holidays.
Thank you. dnctm*!
T thought you
wouldn’t mind."—Y nuth* s Com panion. gineers stood back and watched suits.
Mrs. J. P. Sanford is teaching the winThey did not fear any great r serial
term of school in the Sanford Greeley
damage to their partially complei d cof- ter
■'Fimous American Clipper Ships.
ferdam, for they had built it w h just district in Palermo.
Ov night,
he days of the famous clipper such emergencies in mind.
Mrs. C. B. Hoit, Miss Datfamy Ryan,
tl
American vessel was sec- the waters rose angrily and rap iy and Mrs. Ella McCurdy and
daughter, Annie,
dam
saw the water below 1
morning
f
if, writes Frederick A. Oolnot one, or two, but live and a 1, f feet were visitors in Belfast recently.
1- I.ife,
No other country
i1 * 1 ships at once so staunch
speedy. Records were estabwhich have never been sur1 in filing craft and, even with
•f 1 mi. were not bettered for
uea" y
half a eenturv.
In 1852 the
of ihe Seas saiiefl 48G miles
Don't hurry your meals.
ii
-i: -le day.
Tile Lightning erossed
Don't eat when overtired, rest a few moments before eating.
tl
MlaUtJo in 13 days 20 hours, and
It will pay you.
ill'
laiiii's Blaine of 2,500 tons made
Don't borrow time for work tl t belongs to rest or sleep.
age from Boston to Liverpool
Don't neglect the first symptns of illness or disordered digestion.
ml
G
hours.
days
Don’t allow the bowels to b ome constipated, but if you are so
Although
led the way with the first
unfortunate,
DON’T delay taking one or ho teaspoonfuls of “L. F.” Atwood’s
mtic steamship, she allowed
Medicine on retiring at nigh It has a record of sixty years and
■•■reignty of the seas to slip
never fails to relieve constipation and biliousness.
from her.
At the beginning
All dealers have it in larg bottles for fifty cents. Be sure to
at most of her tonnage was
get the “L. F.” kind. A goitrous sample mailed free on request
Hie great lakes or engaged
F." Medicine Co., Portland, Me.
by the
wise traffic, and her
deep-sea
is small.
v

Joe JoneB of the U. S. N. spent his
vacation with his brother, George Jones.

]i another way, too, the engineers find
The bed of the
Loyal Lodge held a special
naure against them.
meeting
n,sr where they will excavate for foun- Dec. 23rd to confer the
Rebekah degree
ds ions for the powerhouse and the dam
on candidates.
is solid rock ledge. This makes great
C. W. Dickey of
djiculty in construction excavating, but
Hartford, Conn., is
op® that work is done, the building and spending his vacation with
his parents,
dsn will rest secure on the solid rocs

..

»“

MONROE.

Belfast, anive,

tFlag station.
cStops to leave passengers.
Fare from Belfast to Boston, $7.61.
M. L. HARRIS, Gen’l Pass. Agt.
D. C. Douglass,
General Manager, Portland, Maine.

The Restful Tea
SAVES SUGAR
Steeper properly, 5

to

7,

3.58
4.15

than 7 minutes-Served at once, you
will be privileged to enjoy a tea delicacy, tie flavor of which is so good,
you wll enjoy it without sugar and
save su»ar.

3519

’lour dealer tells and recommends
I and K
Formosa Oolong and India
r and K Orange Pekoe Ceylon
The “MAINE" TEAS
Thurston and Kingsbury Co.
Bangor, Maine

Expert Piano Tuning
LLOYD D.McKEEN,
172

Belfast,

High Street,
*

For

Phone 12fi-4

Maine

46tf

Sale

Low price second hand parlor
and kitchen stoves,

Use T and K Coffee
Use T and K Extracts

J. AUSTIN McKEEN.

NOTICE
Buy your fresh dressed fowl
and chickens for your Sunday
dinner of R. J. MAYO, Belfast,
Me.

Tel. 339-3

Ask Your Dealer

State of Maine:

To all persons interested in either ol the

Estate of Fred Timm, late of Belfast, d?j
estates hereinafter named:
ceased. Caroline C. Timm of Belfast, ap- j
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, in and
pointed executrix December 9, 1919.
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tues- 1
Estate of George W. Frisbee, late of Belfast,
1
day of December, in the year of our Lord one deceased. Drusilla L. Frisbee appointed exej
thousand nine hundred and nineteen. The fol- j cutrix December 9, 1919.
lowing matters having been presented for the j
of Charles Platt, Jr., late of PhilaEstate
action thereupon hereinafter indicated, it is
State
of Pennsylvania, deceased
hereby ordered, th t notice thereot be given delphia,
Elizabeth N. Platt and Henry Norris Platt ap
to all persons interested by causing a copy of
executors
December 9, 1919. Hiram
pointed
this order to be published three weeks sucFarrow appointed agent; qualified Decemcessively in The Republican Journal, a news- P,
ber 9, 1919.
paper published at Belfast, in said County,
Estate of Sarah A. Achorn, late of Belmont,
that they may appear at a Probate Court to be
held at said Belfast, on the second Tuesday of deceased. Ralph C. Achorn appointed execuJanuary, being the thirteenth day of said tor December 9, 1919. Roberi F. Dunt<>n of
month, A. D. 1920, at ten o'clock in the fore- Belfast appointed agent; qualified December
noon, and be heard thereon if they see cause. 9, 1919.

Estate of William Achorn, late of Belmont,
ROY A. FIELDS, late of Winterport, de- i
ceased. Petition of Annie A. Fields for her deceased. Ralph C, Ach rn appointed executor December 9, 1919.
Robert F. Dunton of
as
administratrix
without
bond,
appointment
Belfast appointed agent; qualified December
CLIFFORD J. PATTEE, late of Belfast, de- 9, 1919.
ceased. Will and p tition for probate thereof
Estate of Faustina Hichborn, late of Stockand that letters testamentary issue to Jessie ;
ton Springs, deceased. Charles H, Hichborn
S. Paitee, the executrix named therein under I
executor December 9, 1919.
appointed
of
name
Jessie
M.
Pattee.
the
Application
Estate of Peter A. Olson, late of Belfast,
that no bond be required from the executrix |
Eliz* F, Olson appointed executrix
of said will is contained in the petition for j deceased.
December 9, 1919.
probate thereof.
Estate o¥ Frank L. Tozier, late of Unity,
EDITH A. YATES, late of Belfast, deceased, j
Maggie W. Tozier appointed adPetition presented in vacation on 16th day of j deceased,
ministratrix December 9, 1919.
December A. D. 1919, by McClintock Building !
Raymond Wilcox, late of Belfast, deceased.
Company, a corporation located at Belfast in j
said county by John R. Dunton, its Treasurer, j John Wilcox appointed administrator December
of
the
estate
of
creditor
said
9, 1919.
J
duly authorized,
deceased, for the appointment of Charles R.
Dated at Belfast, in said County, this sixCoombs of Belfast as administrator.
teenth day of December, A. D. 1919.
CHARLES E. JOHNSON, Register.
HATTIE M. BLACK, late of Belfast, deceased. First and final account presented for
allowance by Arvilla S. Webber, executrix.
At a Probate Court held at Belfast, within and
DANIEL S. LONG, late of Jackson, deceasfor the County of Waldo, in vacation, on the
First and final account presented for aled.
19th day of December, A. D. 1919.
lowance by John H, McKinley, administrator.
A certain instrument purporting to be a
BENJAMIN R. HUNT,late of Unity.deceased. copy of the last will and testament of Charles
First and final account presented for allowance F. Fogg, late of Brooks, in said County of
by Edwin B. Hunt, executor.
Waldo, deceased, having been presented for
ROSE E. CLEVELAND, late of Trenton, in probate with petition praying that said will be
the State of New York, deceased. First and allowed and that letters testamentary issue
final account presented for allowance by Susan to Merton L. Fogg of Brooks, the executor
named therein, the original will having been
C. Yeomans, executrix.
lost or destroyed.
DEBORAH A. WOODB URY, late of Morrill
Ordered, that notice be given to all perFirst and final account presented
deceased.
for allowance by Hattie J. Paul and Isa G. sons interested by causing a copy of this
order to be published three weeks succesWentworth, executors.
in the Republican Journal, a newspaper
GEORGIANNA YOUNG, late of Searsmont, ! sively
at Belfast, in said County, that they
deceased. First and final account presented published
at a Probate Court, to be held at
for allowance by W'illis J. Knowlton, executor. may appear
Belfast,within and for said County, on the secLULA I. HEALD, late of Belfast, deceased. ond Tuesday of January next, at ten of the
Firscand final account presented for allow-j clock before neon, and show cause, if any they
ance by Amasa S. Heald, administrator.
have, why the same should not be proved, apJULIA M. PERRY, late of Belfast, deceased. proved and allowed and petition granted.
ELLERY BOWDEN. Judge.
for
allowance
final
account
First and
presented
A true copy. Attest:
by Frederick R. Poor, executor.
('has. E. Johnson, Register.
LENA M. ROSE, late of Islesboro, deceased.
First and final account presented for allowance by Charles N, Rose and Eugene H. Rose,
CONSERVAIOR’S NOTICE. The subscribadministrators.
er hereby gives notice that he has been duly
conservator of the estate of
appointed
MARIA P. MARDEN, late of Palermo, de- (
HENRIETTA B. DRAKE of Frankfort,
ceased. Petition by Charles W. Perkins for |
his appointment as administrator.
in the County of Waldo, and triven bonds as the
H.

BERRY,

late

of

S'ockton

CHARLES H. WALDEN,‘late of Belfast,
eceased. Will and petition for probate theret presented by Edith S. Walden, executrix
amed therein.
CARRIE M. CHASE, late of Winterport,
deceased. Will and petition for probate thereof presented by Mary E. Banghart, executrix
named therein.

HATTIE M, BLACK, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition for determination of collateral
inheritance tax presented by Arvilla S. Webber, executrix. |
RUEL W. ROGERS, late of Belfast, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate described in said petition presented
by Gertrude Bernice Rogers and Florence
Louise Rogers, administratrixes.
JOHN STRATTARD, late of Monroe, deceased. Petition for license to sell and convey
real estate described in said petition presented
by George A. Palmer, D. B, N., with the will
annexed.
DANIEL S. LONG, late of Jackson, deceased. Petition for order of distribution of said
estate presented by John H. McKinley, administrator.

ELLERY BOWDEN.
Judge of said Court.
A true copy of the original. Attest:
CHAS. E. JOHNSON, Register.

j

All persons having demands
directs.
the estate of said deceased are dero present the same for settlement, and
all indented thereto are requested to make paylaw

against
sired

ment

immediately.
MABEL E.

COOK.

Frankfort, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.
GUARDIAN’S

NOTICE.

hereby gives notice
appointed guardian of

The subscriber
that he has been duly
the estateof

JOHN COLBY of Belfast,
in the County of Waldo, and given bonds
the law directs.
All persons having
as
demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same lor settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make

payment immediately.
CHARLES W. COLBY.
Montville, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.

The subADMINISTRATOR'S NOTICE.
scriber hereby gives notice that he has been
duly appointed administrator, with the will
annexed, of the estate in the State of Maine,
of
CHARLES
in the

State

Grand Fri zelfefca
firearms # Ammunition
Write for Catalogue
THE REMINGTON ARMS U.M.C. CO. INC.
Woolworth Bcoo,

New York City

I am prepared to do all kinds of
tricking,
Eumiture and piano moving a specialty.
Leave

j

FOREST

f^minpon,

TRUCKING

1

Springs, deceased, Petition by James F. Marden for his appointment as administrator.

never more

Notice is hereby given that the following
appointments have been made by the Probate
Court, within and for the county of Waldo and

orders

at

the

stable,

oi

corner

Main and Cross streets, and they will re.
ceive prompt attention.

Telephone

connection.
W. W. BLAZO,
126

Waldo Avenue, Belfast.

Wanted
PRESSED STRAW
Inquire of
CHARLES R. COOMBS
72 Main Street.

Caution Notice
This is

boring

or

to forbid all persons from hartrusting anyone on my account,

I.shall pay no bills contracted by anyone after this date.
WILBERT S. YORK.
Belfast, Me., Dec. 15, 1919—3w51*

as

TwelveHorses
Must, be sold at once,

as

I do not

need them. For particulars apply
to

john

McLaughlin
at.

Commercial

J

the

House,

Home

Lower Main Street

Employment

“CAN YOU BRAID YOUR HAIR?”
If so, you can obtain pleasant, easy and
well-paid work making braided rugs for
us right in your own Home.
When writing for further particulars, send a small
sample mat to show the quality of braiding and sewing you are capable of doing.
PINKHAM ASSOCIATES, INC.,
302 Washington Ave., Portland, Me.
6m49

E. H.

Boyington

EYE-SIGHT SPECIALIST
30 Years* bxperience.
44 Sputh Mtirt Str22t,

Winterpjrt,

Maine

Office Days—Mondays and Tuesdays.
Calls promptly attended.

PLATT, late of Philadelphia,

or

Pennsylvania, deceased,

and

given bonds as the law directs. All persons having demands against the estate of said deceased
are desired to present the same for settlement
and all indebted thereto are requested to make
payment immediately to my authorized agent,
Hiram P, Farrow.
HENRY NORRIS PLATT.
Philadelphia, Penn., Dec. 9, 1919.

I
Ok
n

J

I<adlcs! Ask your Druggist for AA(i
('hUehu.ter ■ Fllamond uran<i/#a\
Pills in Red and Hold metall!c\\#F
boxes, sealed with Blue Ribbon.
Take no other. Buy of your
1
»

f fiEa^aesss^istSsv
Always
I

years known as

Best, Safest,

ReliahiO

SOLD BY DRUGGISTS EVFJc'WHEiS

SEARSPORT.

STOCKTON SPRINGS

Sidney Webber of Boston spent Christwith his family in town.

Charles Dennett returned recently from
Northern Maine, to pass the holidays.

mas

Simpson, who is employed in
Plymouth, spent Christmas week with
his family in Searsport.
Amos

Leon White of Bangor spent Christin Searsport, the guest of his wife’s

mas

Gordon Butman of Boston spent Christmas in Searsport, the guest of his par-

♦

If so,

Owing to New Year’s day coming on
ents, Capt. and Mrs. James P. Butman. Thursday, the Ladies’ Aid of the UniMr. and Mrs. Pyam Gilkey and Miss versalist parish will be omitted this week
Elsie Gilkey were guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Mr. Wharif of Bangor spent Sunday in
Clarence L. Gilkey in Bangor Thursday. town, the guest of the family of Rev.
Oscar Smith,
principal of the High
Herbert G. Partridge of the University school.
of Maine Law School is the guest of his
Mr. and Mrs Alvah C. Treat motored
parents, Mr. and Mrs. George Partridge. fo Winterport Sunday, to spend the day

Greater Production and Greater

tees

This stock

Go to any of

sign

Mrs. Evelyn
the winter in

an

application

pay it any time

by

our

paid

Jackson, who is spending
Belfast, came home Wed-

can

be

on a

definite savings

or

for.

or see any of our employees and
Pay $10 down per share or agree to
before Febiuary 1. A share of stock will
you. Pay $10 a month until the stock is

on

the divided

nated— $2

payments
a

The stock is exempt from
It is

good

sum

Wes cleared for the piano fund.

j

Our old townsman Linna^us Thompson,

leg:! investment

State, county and

for Maine

on
per

taxation

town

Savings Banks.

jurisdiction of the Maine Public Utilities

Commission.'

Any employee can take your order—anywhere—any time.
The day to start is TODAY.

Saturday night's train brought Howard !
The box lunches, which the | Frye of Scituate, Mass., for a tarry with !
ladies provided, were sold to the men and his cousin and husband, Mr. and Mrs. I
Everett Staples, The young man is. the
#hot chocolate was served. Games were j son of Mi, C. W. Frye of Scituate, form. i
fenjoyed and music was furnished by Mr, j ei!v well known here and has but late1 v
Ice cream was on returned from the battlefield of Eu*opg' [
and Mrs. Sylvester,
A

a

It is under the

have received dividends every
interruption since the stock w'as origi-

preierred stockholders

in costume.

eVeliihtf

you wil1 find a
any similar se-

are going to save this year, why not not save toward a security that will pa,' you 6 1-2 percent net.
not
save to invest in a company Dat is doing such a great work in saving oal and in building up the
Why
territory.
95
percent of the owners of stock in Company live in this State and 72 per cent are customers of the Company.
Today
Why not yourself become a pait owner in this great home enterprise. Why not put our savings where they will earn a fair return9
Why not save by a definite plan and for a definite object?

Mrs. Clifton Eames <nee Lizzie Etta
The Community Benefit Club of Park
Randell) who has been so dangerously ill
gave a very successful masquerade and
from pneumonia, followed by complica- i
Hall
box sociable in Kynvetta
on!
tions, is at this writing (Monday) more
The affair, which comfortable and is
Wednesday evening,
reported as having \
was in charge of Charles J. Greeley, was
gained a little during the last week.
well attended, most of the guests being i

thfe

consecutive dividends.

It you

j

sale (Paring

customers,

If you hav; to raise money on it quickly, you can borrow
it at your bars.
Most banks in the territory lend from 80
cent up on CM. P. Preferred.

payments.

When jou have completed your payments vou will receive
certificate of ownership in the Central Maine Power Co.
Our

own

curity.

any good reason jou can not finish making your
jour order will be cancelled and your money returned.

three months without

to its

If you fever care to dispose of your stock
better market for it in Central Maine than for

If for

Miss Evelyn M. Young, who is train-|
News has been received of the arrival,
ing for professional nursing in the Nas- | at Buenos Avres, of the schooner Maud
M. Morey, commanded by Capt. Edmund
sau
Hospital, Mineola, L. I., arrived L. Hichborn, on the 15th after a someWednesday, Dec. 24th, to spend two ; what extended passage from the Gulf.
weeks with her mother, Mrs. Henrietta ;
Robert E. Turner, who was taken not
Young.
long ago to the Waldo County Hospital
On account of it being Christmas week svith a case of pneumonia, returned to
town Christmas morning, loud in his
the.egular meeting of Anchor Chapter, i praises of the hospital and his treatment
1
O. E. S., ,on Monday night was not as therein.
well attended an
yfas desired and the
There were numerous dinner parties on
.money earned by the membgj-- for cur- j Christmas day.
Capt. and Mrs. Charles
P. Staples and Mr. and Mrs, PsgeSpauIdrent expenses of the chapter was
not an
Mr. and Mrs. Clifford
turned in. A complete report will be „„ entertained
Fletcher sod Mr. and Mrs. Nicholas B
Ginn and little §un Clifford.
made later.

selling, chiefly

plan.

offices,

You will receive 6 1-2%

nesday night, the 24th, to spend Christwith her daughter and family, Mr.
and Mrs. Edward Littlefield.
mas

bought

blank.

then be put aside for

received.

0f tije Methodist church

recently had a system of electric
lighting installed in the parsonage, the
work having been done by the Penobscot Bay Electric Co.

POWE* COMPANY

To finance^this great development the Company is issuing and
Central Maine Power 7 % Cumulative F referred Stock.

Mrs. Abbie Sawyer.
Mrs. Carl E. Watson, who has been
Miss Leona Innis returned to Farming- : spending some weeks with her sister,
Mrs. Earl Richards, has returned to her
0l‘
Normal School Monday, after spend- home in
Winchester, Mass.
a.
ing vacation of two weeks at the
home
Mrs.
A. Gardner and Mrs. Stella
Carrie
of her
parents, Mr and Mrs. John Innis. Young spent Christmas with the Misses
Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur E. Barker of Mary and Hariet D. Hichbom and their
Brooks, Mr. Alvin Blodgett and Mr. and friend, Mrs. Izah T. H. Sanborn.
Mrs. Allan Patterson of
The Christmas mail is reported as being
Belfast were the
tremendous this season, Tuesday a. m.
guests of Mr. and Mrs.
Wilbur R. Blodg- 40 sacks were received,
all going out
ett on Christmas d
filled and Wednesday a. m. 20 sacks were
—ay.

The trW

the needs of 1920

recognizes its opportunity to assist production and to save coal. To meet this opportunity it is developing 22,500 horse power at Skowhegan—enough when utilized to save over 75,000 tons of coal a
year—and to save for Maine people the money sent out of the State to pay for it.

mother,

rn”.
ic.t

plan

*

Saving—these are

THE CENTRAL MAINE

Miss Ruth Merrithew, youngest daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Simeon S. Merrithew
left for Boston Dec. 20th to spend the
holidays with friends there.

Sawyer of Presque Isle was
of the Christmas visitors in Searspoft, where he was the guest of his

not accomplish more if you have a definite
and a definite, worth-while object?

§•

the winter.

Eben E

can vou

Central Maine Power Company’s plan of customer ownership and dividend payments makes
it possible for anyone who can put by $10 a month to buy into a big Company, engaged
in a great mission—and to earn 6 1-2 percent on has money.

Dr. Levi Trundy of Presque Isle left with Mrs. Treat’s sister, Mrs. James
Freman.
Monday after spending a few days with
The Current Events Club will hold its
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.
next meeting January 7th with Mrs. J.
James Lombard, who is employed in H.
Gerrish, the subject being “Travels in
Sharon, Mass., spent the holiday with this Country.
his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Chester LomMr. and Mrs. Arthur E. Colson of
bard.
Searsport spent Christmas with Mrs.
Colson’s parents, Mr. and Mrs. Simeon
George Innis arrived from Skowhegan B. Merrithew.
Wednesday, Dec. 24th, to spend ChristRandell Eames came from Columbia,
mas with his
parents, Mr. and Mrs. John where he has employment, to spend
Innis.
Christmas with his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
Mrs. T. D. Clements, who has been the Clifton Eames.
Mrs. Albert M. Ames called on her
guest of relatives in Bangor for the past
Mrs. Goodthree weeks, returned Friday to her home aged maternal grandmother,
ing Grant, and aunt, Miss Elvena Grant,
in Searsport.
Christmas morning.
Mrs. A. J, Nickerson and Miss Jessie
Miss Leora Partridge has been sufferNickerson closed their home Monday and ing from a severe bronchial cold since
At this writing (Monday)
left for Tampa, Fla., to spend the re- Christmas.
she seems a little improved.
mainder of

one

1920?

Going to Save Through

Are You

Mr. and Mrs. George C Fletcher had a
reunion of Mrs. Fletcher’s family at .a
dinner party on the 25th.

parents, Mr. and Mrs. A. E. Trundy.

y

•

George Harrington arrived Wednesday,
Dec. 24th, to spend Christmas with his
family.
Miss Florence Willard of Pasaaic, N. J.
arrived Saturday morning to visit her
friend, Mrs. Everett Staples.

AUGUSTA,

!

COMPANY

POWER

MAINE

CENTRAL

MAINE

eldest sop of the late Mr. and Mrs. J. L.
arid for ma.ny years a resident
Kanetota Camp- i'hOffipsoB,
of SOthet'Ville, Mass., is reported to have
fire events was the Christmas party j purcliased a farm in Leeds, to which he
given at the Rogers farm in the Black will remove, in the early spring. He is ui
Road on the Tuesday evening preceding older brother of E. E. Thompson of the
One of the

jolliest

ot

village.
Chr stmas; the hostess of the occasion j
Word was received Iasi week of the
being Miss Annie Rogers. A gaily deco- i
pneumonia of the young
rated'Christmas tree graced the scene death trom
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Fred E. R.
and on it were gifts from the girls to
Piper of New Haven, Conn. The many
each other.
There were games and friends who knew Mrs. Piper as Miss
Christmas songs accompanied by Mrs. Hazel Houghton, daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. George M. Houghton of Bangor, exFrame.
Pop corn, apples and candy tend heartfelt
sympathy.
were served.
The guests included Mrs.
Tuesday evening, Dec. 23rd, Bethany
Charles Eames, Mrs. Frank Whitcomb,
Chapter, O. E. S., admitted two candiMrs. John Frame, Misses Inez and Min- dates to membership, Mrs. Aldana Berry
and her sister, Mrs. Annie Shute, lately
erva Gray and Helen Moody.
returned from many years’ residence on
he
children
1
of the Methodist parish the Pacific coast. Older residents
will
were given an enjoyable Christmas
party remember them as daughters of the late
at the vestry on Wednesday evening, i Mr. and Mrs. Wiiliam Kneeland of Cape
Jellison.
under the direction of Mrs. Atwood and
1
Major W. L. Stinson, formerly of
Sumner Small clevMrs. R. N. Porter.
Maine, but now a resident of Berkeley,
erly impersonated Santa Claus and from
California, a member of the regular
a
beautiful Christmas tree gifts for all army of the U.
S., arrived Saturday for
the children and bags of candy were dis- a few days visit with his friend, Capt.
When at home he
A program consisting of the Charles P. Staples.
pensed.
lives not far from other former Stockton
Story of an Armenian Girl in Song and
people, Capt. and Mrs. Chas. Merriman,
Story, the readings given by Miss Isabel both well remembered here.
Closson arid songs by Mrs. Wm. HamilNickerson has been appointed as
J-eroyenumerator
ton was followed by games. The pastor, census
for the town and the
Rev. N. F. Atwood, was presented with public must realize that the very person$50 from the Epworth League, and $10 al and sometimes seemingly unnecessary
questions which the person thus appointand otner gifts from the parish.
ed is required to ask, are questions asked
In a personal note Rev R. G. Harbutt, by the Government of these United
States and must be answered, to truthformer resident, says: “For greater
a
fully ascertain the valuable statistics of
convenience in serving my two parishes, our country; and that, they are not, in
Kenwood where I speak Sunday morn- any case, the personal questions of the
enumerator.
ings and Tood district near Santa Rosa,
16 miles apart, I have taken up residence
Percy L. Hupper, who left recently to
in the city of Santa Rosa (11 miles from join his cousin, Capt. Fred Be iano, in the
10,000-ton S. S. Felix Taussig, for a trip
Kenwood and 5 from Todd) intermediate to
Holland, found upon reaching Newport
to the two places
My new address for News that the ship with many others,
1
had
been delayed there waiting change of
613
Benton
my friends is
street, Santa
orders. They sailed Dec. 25th for ValRosa, Calif. We have had two or three
pariso, Chili, to load nitre. Mr. and Mrs.
weeks of the oldest weather in my six ]
years residence in California, live years Don’t
a Good Meal With
of which have been in Kenwood, Sonoma
a dad Stomach.
but
now
the
rains
seem to have
county,
set in, though delayed, and to date below
If a physician, a specialist in stomach
normal average.”
diseases, came to you and said: “l will fix
up that miserable, worn out stomach lor
you or mony back.
State of Ohio, City of Toledo,
“I will make it as good as new so you
Lucas County, ss.
Frank J. Cheney makes oath that he will not suffer from any distress and can
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. eat what you want without fear of sufCheney & Co., doing business in the City fering, or money back would you turn
of Toledo, County and Stale aforesaid, down his offer?
And when you are offered Mi-o-na
and that said firm will pay the sum of
ONE HUNDRED DOLLARS for each stomach tablets, made from a prescription
better than many of the stomach
and every case of Catarrh that cannot be
cured by the use of HALL’S CATARRH specialists know how to write, are you
going to be narrow minded and continue
FRANK J. CHENEY.
MEDICINE.
Sworn to before me and subscribed in to suffer from indigestion, or are you going to be fair to yourself and try Mi-o-na
my presence, this 6th day of December,
on the money back agreement?
A. D. 1886.
A. W. GLEASON.
Mi o-na stomach tablets are offered to
(Seal)
Notary Public.
Hall’s Catarrh Medicine is taken in- you on this basis, that if they do not put
stomach into such good shape that
your
ternally and acts through the Blood on
the Mucous Surfaces of the System. Send there is no dfrziness, sour stomach, bilifor testimonials, free.
ousness, sick headache and stomach disF. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O. tress, your money will be returned. For
sale by A. A. Howes & Co. and all leadSold by all druggists, 75.

Spoil

Hall’s Family Pills for constipation.

| ing druggiats.

L. L. Marshall of Port Clyde (mother and
step father of Mr. Hupperi will remain
with Mrs. Ilupper during her husband’s
latter
absence, Mr Marshall assisting the
in the 6tore.

of

when their daughter, Mildred, was united
in marriage to Clarence Watson Dickey

by Rev. F. S Dolliff of Jackson. The
The bride
single ring service was used.
was attended by
Agnes Chase of Dixmont,a student of B H. S., and the groom
by Paul Grant of Winterport, a student

The meeting last Sunday ofthe Univeralist parish, in the High school room,
showed increase in numbers and all were
greatly pleased by the fine New Tear’s
sermon and the very comfortable warm
We hope for a larger attendance
room.
All are cordially invited.
next Sunday.
Don’t forget the hour—the regular one of
3 p. m. The schoolhouse bell will ring at
2-30 and 8 p. m. as usual with the church
Rev. G. C. Boorn, our pastor, was
bell.
suffering from a bronchial cold Sunday
and the Rev. Mr. Smith, our High school
principal, kindly assisted in the services
by reading the Ecripture and offering

]

of the U. of M.

Normal School and of the U. of M.

Mr.
enlisted in the aviation corp. in
the recent war and is now principal of the

Dickey

Owing to the great loss of time in the
early weeks of the schools on account of
the epidemic, they closed for Christmas
day only. 1 he Intermediate and Primary
schools held an interesting program, with
a
goodly number of visitors attending.
The children took their parts in a most
creditable manner and from decorated
trees made gifts to one another, not forgetting the teachers Much credit is due
the latter, the Misses Nellie Blanchard
and Elva Randell, for training the children and inspiring them with the necessary Christmas enthusiasm for it all.
friends

Charles
in town

The decorations were in

keeping with the holiday season. Mrs.
Dickey is the only daughter of Mr. and
Mrs. N. J. Curtis, is a graduate of B. H.
S., and was a successful teacher Mr.
Dickey is the son of Mr. and Mrs. E. C.
Dickey and is a graduate of E. M. S.

prayer.

Capt.

A quiet weccing occured at the home
N. J. Curtis, Wednesday, Dec. 24th.

grammar school in Hartford, Conn. The
bride was attired in chiffon taffeta with

pearl
Refreshments
trimmings.
of
strawberry ice cream and assorted cakes
were served.
Mr. and Mrs. Dickey will
leave

Dec.

31th,

for

Hartford,

after

spending a few days with friends and
latives in Boston.

re-

Tuesday afternoon, by arriving unan! nonced, after an absence of more than
ten years.
“Charles” is the youngest
son of the late Capt. and Mrs. David P.
and
has
for many years past has
Ames,
been engaged in piloting on the Western

Charles
for

a

Snow of the U. of M. is here
vacation.

Miss Florence Harriman is home from
Bangor for the holiday vacation.

There were several Christmas trees and
Prior to this he was a successful
sea captain and during the Spanish war,
family gatherings on Christmas day.
commanded one of the largest transports,
Aivah \ oung left Monday morning for
|1 conveying troops to and from Manila
When the U.
S
entered the World Portsmouth, N. If. after a week's visit at
i War, he came from the Pacific coast
his home here.
! olfering his services to the Goverment a.id I
Converse Grant left Monday for Portfor the past two and a half years, has
command the S. S. Wynoocke, in the land after a
few days visit with his
transport service, between this country family here.
and European ports.
While the steamP. F. Watts arrived last week from
ship of 10,000 tons, was in the dry dock,
; at Philadelphia, Capt. Ames came to his New York for a visit
with N. C. Partto
home
attend
to
some
small
boyhood’s
and wife.
business matters and wish his friends a ridge
Mrs. Laura Blanohand Crocker is in
He was the guest
Merry Christmas.
during his brief stay, of his cousin,Albert Bucksport for a few
weeks with her
M. Ames.
He return to Philadelphia on
the 25th expecting to sail soon for Rotter- uncle, C. B. Richards.
dam.
Miss Faustina Harding of
was
coast.

|

j

Searsport

MONROE.
The Grammar school is closed for two
weeks vacation.
Carl Whalen

spend the holidays at
Fred Cunningham’s.
Horace

Cunningham, a student of
College, spent the holi-

Shaw’s Business

days with his parents.

the guest several days last week of
Gerry
-Harding and family.

Mr, and Mrs. Waiter Simpson arrived
where they spent
Christmas with relatives.

Monday from Boston

CARTER
In Belfast, Dec. 17, to Mr. PRODl'CE MARKET
and Mrs. Charles W. Carter, a daughter,
Apples, pt: bbl.,
Rufch Helen.
I. 00a4 00
ORDWAY. In Lincolnvllle, Dec. 23, to
10
Beans, pea,
Mr. and Mrs. Burleigh Ordway, a daugh- i
10
Beans, y. e
ter.
58a60
butter,
WALKER.
In Belfast, Dec. 28, to Mr.
eef, sides, 15a 16
and Mrs. Levi L. Walker, a son, Levi I
1&
eef, f. tp,
Kenneth.
36
heese,
35
hicken,
alf Skins,
65
MARRIED.
35
uck,
76
Kgs,
DRINKWATER-PlTCHER.
In Belfast, Fowl,
30
Dec. 24, by Rev. Arthur E. Wilson,Harry
32
Geese,
A. Drinkwater of Northport and Mary
RETAIL PtdcE
Alice Pitcher of Lincolnville.
Fletcher-Wentworth. In Belfast, Beef, corned, 35a38
Dec. 24, by Rev. Charles W. Martin,
Butter, salt, I8a24
Harold L. Fletcher and Frances WentCorn,
1 94
Cracked corn, i 79
worth, both of Belfast.
Harriman-Leeman. Olin R Ilarri- Corn meal,
1 79
man of Montvilie and Mrs. Meda LeeCheese,
45
man of Liberty.
Cotton seed,
4 20
HUBBARD-RYAN. In Belfast, Dec. 24, Cranberries,
15
Elmer W. Hubbard and Bernice E. Ryan, Clover seed, WlaOO
both of Belfast.
13 50a 7 00
Flour,
Racruee-Curtis.
In tiangor, Dec.
H. G. seed,
5 75
J.
Rev.
Edward Hand, Herbert L. Lard,
28, by
32
Rackiiff of Old Town and Miss Edna V.
Curtis of Belfast.

FOR
Bolter. In Belfast, Dec. 28, Mrs.
Ellen E. Bolter, aged 80 years, 4 months
and 23 days.
Cookson. In West Dixmont, Dec.
22, Mrs. Rosie, wife of J. S. Cookson,
aged 21 years.
Cl'MMINGS.
In Prospect, Dec. 24,
Mrs. Sarah Cummings, aged 80 years.
FRENCH.
In Lincolnville, Dec. 25,
Mrs. Angelia F. French, aged 83 years,
11 months and 2 days.
GOODALE. In Belfast, Dec. 26, Mrs.
Margaret S. Goodale, aged 71 years.
Holt. In Camden, Dec. 25, Mrs. Helen
M. Holt, aged 84 years, 3 months and 21

days.
MEARS. In Belmont, Dec.
George Mears, aged 81 years,
and 6 days.
Wilson. In Greenville, S.
24, Corp. William V. Wilson,
aged 21 years.

25, Mrs.
1 month

C., Dec.
U

S. A.,

Machine
Experienced

Mrs. Jane Cammett

PAID

Notice of foreclosure:
IkTHEREAS, Henry L. Eld.idge

PRODUCER

Hay, J20 00a25 00
28
Hides,
20a22
Lamb,
Lambskinsl OOal 50
20
2 00
Round Hog,
20
Straw, 10 00al2 00
26a32
Turkey,
2
Tallow,
22
Veal.
Wool, unwashed, 60
Wood, hard, 8 00
6 50
Wood, soft,

Mutton,
Potatoes,

RETAIL MARKET

Lime,
Oats,
Oat Meal,
Onions,

2 20
1 04
8
0

Oil, kerosene,
Pollock,

22a23
13
34
Pork,
8
Rye meal,
2 75
Shorts,
12
Sugar,
1 3o
Salt, T. 1.,
10
Sweet potatoes,

oifered a fine
opportunity to work in a clean, up-tofactory just being started in

and

tlrnber' Lum-

«0»x46xI9 ft.,
‘“mbertwo
Ho™
olvn before completb“* w'm

s.n

s, «i" l„r .'".t.

of

Winter'

nH,rtkagc deed dated the

bounded

aH

follows

Beginning on the eaat Bide of the County
road leading
from Winterport
Village to
Hampden et the northwest corner of land formerly ef Charles W. Grant; thence
by Bald land formerly of said Granteasterly
to the
lenobscot River; thence
northerly by said
Penobscot River
ents;

to land of Koscoe L elemthence westerly by land of said Clemthence southerly by said road

to the road;
to the
place of
prennses deeded
ents

beginning, Ceuig the same
Joseph L Eldridge by John
Nickerson, by deed recorded in Waldo C'ounty Registry of Deeds, Book 206,
Page 266

And whereas the
has been broken:

condition of said mortgBge

Now therefore, by reason of the
breach of
the condition
thereof, 1 claim a foreclosure ot
said mortgage
|
Dated the twenty-fourth
day of December.
JOHN PHILBROOK.

1919'_

ADMINISTRATOK’S NOTICE. The subT
senber hereby gives notice that he
has Deen
duly appointed administrator of the estate of
FORREST W. TREAT, late of
Searsport,.
in the County of
Waldo, deceased,.and givenbonds as the law directs.
All persons having
demands against the estate of said
deceased
sre desired to
present the same tor settlement and all indebted thereto are
requested to
immediately.

JAMES P. NICHOLS.

Searsport, Me., Dec. 9, 1919.

wa*^,™*
17
bbu,

Barn
years ago and
Will not
ed

LOST
SUNDAY NIGHT—JERSEY COW
strayed in Belfast; test mark in ear
finder please notify
UR. DARLING or
lwl
ELIJAH RITCHIE.

—

JVERETT FENWICK.

-titohers
wanted

™,rr;'si,“ibbr«ra!‘,i,‘S“d>'
*‘ab ®treet>
Friday
Saturday

IN FIRST-CLASS CONDITION.
Apply
t0
MRS. M. J. LOWE,

Northport Avenue,
Belfast, Me.

and

M. S. JELLISON.
_

WHAT NONSENSE

WANTED
USED OKIENUt ROCS. Aov
e* 0. Box 182.
A®*-

Fo

women are

MANUFACTURING CO.,
Augusta, Maine.
2wl

h'8

eighth day of June, 1912, and recorded in
Waldo County Registry of Deeds.
Book 295.
Page 301. conveyed to me, John Philhrouk of
said Winterport. a certain name!
of real estate m Winterport, in the
County 0f Waldo,

make payment

sale

burned inSbanrU„Tdtand

Post.'

Operators

Mrs. Allen H. Miller of Lincolnville is Augusta.
Steady work with good wages.
the guest of her
sister, Mrs. Ada C. MorAddress, with references,
ton. She was called here by the illness
GOODWILL

theirmother,

CLRRENT.

lumber

DIED.

date shirt

of

PRICE

Corrected Weekly for Tlie Journal.

SANDYPOINT.

W. Arnes
gave his
a
decided surprise on

BELFAST

HORN

RESIDENC
of Amos P. L

Property in ft
moved from B,
3wl

T°
iUw^,r witil i>iles! Your grandparents
used
MEADER’S SALVE. Good for all
skin diseases.
Costs but 25c.
Samples
free at A. A. Howes &
Co.’s, Belfast,
Maine. No other place to
get it. There
IS NO

le
tjait FACTORY

'^ALL
.^""’er='al

SUBSTITUTE.

For S-»le

re'

to°wner
Double Runner Grocery Pung
'^y
l-KNOWLTON
STATE CO„
Belfast, Maine.

in
rtf

first-class,condition,
H. L. WHITTEN CO.

